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Rice remembers MLK
by Sylvia Van

m
Nation with her "No Blood for Oil" sculpture before it was vandalized.

Vandals desecrate anti-war sculpture
of the quad," she said. Crawford said
she supports the sculpture as freedom of expression and respects
A sculpture designed by Lovett Nation's right to be heard.
senior Rachel Nation in protest of
Nation did not object to moving
the war and placed in the main the piece of art and understood the
academic quad created much administration's point of view. "The
controversy on campus last week position in the quad could be interas administrators requested her preted as a Rice statement, not an
to move the sculpture and vandals individual one," she conceded.
defaced the work of art.
After the sculpture was moved to
When Nation first heard that the courtyard of the RMG cloisters, it
the United States had bombed was repeatedly vandalized. On the
Baghdad on January 16th, she im- night of the seventeenth, aThursday,
mediately began working on her the baby doll was removed and placed
creative response to the U.S. attack on Baker sophomore Kyle Henry's
of Iraq. She spent six hours de- windowsill. Henry is a prominent
signing a sculpture of an oil drum organizer of peace activities on
with red paint splashed on it, dif- campus.
ferent wars pictured along the top,
In addition, some of the pictures
and a baby doll cut with a hacksaw were torn off the barrel, and despite
also splashed with red paint
its weight, the'sculpture has been
Nation placed her sculpture, moved several times. The identity of
filled with 280 pounds of cement the vandal or vandals is unknown.
so it could not be moved, in the
Henry was amused by the apacademic quad on the morning of* pearand of .the doll at his window
January 17. The Rice University and wais not offended. He said he
Police Department received an .believes that it was the act of one or
anonymous phone call shortly af- two individuals, adding, "Most of Rice
ter the sculpture appeared in the
is not that childish and tactless."
quad and in turn contacted Carl
Nation herself was more outMacDowell, assistant to the presi- raged. She said she was horrified by
dent. MacDowell, along with the vandalism and does not underSarah Nelson Crawford, director stand such disrespect of expression.
of Student Activities, contacted She wanted to display her opposition
Nation and asked her to relocate to what she considers, "a pointless
the sculpture within the hour and war."
suggested the Rice Memorial
Nation is not alone in her frustraCenter cloisters.
tion. Sarah Nelson Crawford said, "It
Crawford explained that the all boils down to respect.. .There are
sculpture was not appropriate for other ways of expressing one's disthe main quad. "The academic sent" She does believe, however,
quad has a tradition of respect; that the vandalism "adds to the exWilliam Marsh Rice is buried pression of the sculpture...at least
there, graduation is held there...It people are taking a stand."
would disturb the pristine quality
Marty Vest, Director of the Ley

by Anne Chettle

Student Center, said she was not
surprised by the vandalism, especially since it occurred on a pub
night She agreed that the destruction could potentially be
blamed on intoxicated individuals.
Jennifer Sanders, a Will Rice
College senior and organizer of
the Middle East Forum held on
January 15th, believes the vandalism of the sculpture "is a
cowardly political statement...
different opinions are not respected." Sanders has plans to
begin a new club, the Rice Peace
Forum. This organization would
demonstrate its dislikeofwar and
violence of any kind, not limiting
itself to the current war. So far
about 60 students are interested
in such a club.
There are students, although opposed to the vandalism
of the sculpture, who were offended by the both the sculpture
and the statement it expressed.
Ty Bailey, a junior at Lovett,
believes the sculpture is a "complete distortion ofwhatour troops
are doing...It implies that the
troops are fighting for oil and
killing babies, when the soldiers
are there to stop a barbaric despot"
He went on to say, "It is fine to
make a personal statement, but
the placement of a sculpture in
the middle of the quad assumes
universal student body support."
Pio Hocate, also a junior at
Lovett said, "The troops are there
to stop a madman... It is not about
oil, but about war and peace."
Hocate's father has been in Saudi
Arabia since the beginning of
October.

At noon on Monday, January 21,
some 100 Rice students, professors,
and members of the Houston c o m
munity gathered in the main quadrangle in honor of Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day.
Sid Richardson sophomore Byron
Pope, president of the Black Student
Union, gave the opening address. He
spoke of a people's innate need for
liberty and of how masses would rise
up to fight for it, as blacks did in the
1960s, and as oppressed people of
authoritarian nations such as the
Soviet Union and South Africa do
today.
Pope pointed out the irony of the
day of January 15; it was King's birthday as well as the deadline for Saddam
Hussein to withdraw from Kuwait.
He noted that the struggle between
"freedom and oppression Justice and
injustice, right and wrong" in the
world is constant.
Pope challenged each person to
decide which force should win in this
contest, and then, like King, to fight
for it
Baker sophomore Shawn Young
then gave an expressive yet calm
reading of King's "I Have a Dream"

Baker sophomore Shawn Young delivers Martin Luther King's "I Have a Dream."

NROTC closets uniforms
by Heidi Huettner
Responding to a potential threat
of harassment by anti-war activists,
the Reserve Officer Training Corps
midshipmen did not wear their uniforms on Wednesday, January 23, as
is normally required of them.
The midshipmen, students at the
university in training to be naval officers, were informed lastWednesday
of the change in policy.
Rice ROTC Commander Richard
Magalis explained, "We just made a
decision until we find out what the
potential problems in the Houston
area would be...We basically had
discussed it last week, and when the
conflict started last week, we decided
not to wear [uniforms] this

Views differ on meaning of 'politically correct' speach
by Amy Keener
Facing the retirement of the
founder and former chair of the Rice
department of religous studies Niels
N ielson, members of the current faculty are wresting the issue of "politically correct" expression and the
relevance of the issue in selecting a
possible replacement
Outlining a job description is the
first step in the process for selecting
a new chair, and according to Ann
Klein, chair of the search committee,
the description was worded with great
care.

"We wrote the job description as
broadly as possible," Klein stated.
"We would welcome a person with
expertise in comparative studies."
Other faulty members in the department have expressed fears that
adjusting the curriculum to reflect a
comparative approach to the study of
religion and philosophy weakens the
foundations for teaching traditional
western thought by limiting the expression of traditional thought and
substituting the .teaching of other
modes of thought
"Incredibly, it now appears to be
viewed as undesirable to teach theology in a religious studies depart-

ment," wrote Rice religious studies
professor James Sellers in an editorial to the Wall Street jQurnal. "It's a
violation of the new multicultural orthodoxy." "
Klien notes that theology remains
an integral part of the curriculum
and is included as one pf the desirable fields for the position in the job
description.
Sellers also speculates that the
"wish to be 'Politically Correct'" has
initiated the new emphasis on teaching other traditions. "The threat
today...comes...from the equivalent
of Maoist Red Guards telling us that
the Western tradition is unaccept-

speech. When SRC junior Tricia
Elliott sang the black national anthem, a spiritual known thoughout
African-American communities,
those who knew the melody hummed
softly.
The memorial closed with a prayer
from Father Bryant Fontenot, who
called on people to overcome human
imperfections through faith in God
and to learn to understand diversity—
whether in race, language, or religion.
And how far have we advanced
since the original delivery of the "1
Have a Dream" speech in 1963?
Young said that despite a great improvement in the condition of African-Americans since then, racism has
been institutionalized. Young commented that even if the proper legislation promises to combat racism,
"the economic and social effects of
racism will continue a long time."
Pope expressed similar frustration with current race relations. He
said blatant racism has faded, but
covert racism still lingers. He said,
for example, that there is high incidence of black males being stopped
by campus police, ostensibly becau se
they look suspicious. He proposed
that the university sponsor more programs to "heighten people's awareness of the existence of racism."

able." Sellers said in the letter that at
least half of the department's tenured faculty members object to the
committee's reluctance to hire
someone whose background is described by the word "theology."
Klein clearly refutes the claim
made in the Sellers article. "This
[broad job description] does not
mean that we are not interested in
western religious thought I want to
stress that" stated Klein. "The categories of expertise which we request are framed in the western tradition."
While the term "politically corSEE P.C., PAGE 6

week...The idea is to not be too visible out and about"
Magalis added. "These folks arc
not on active duty... and I ju st though t
it might expose them to an unnecessary risk^j
Although Magalis said that no
threat has been made specifically to
the Rice unit, he aknowledged.
"There's all kinds of people who think
all different things [in Houston]."
"It's going to be a temporary
thing," he noted. "They may be back
in [uniform] by next Wednesday...if
we determine that there's less of a
threat and there's not the kind of
thing going on with the peace
marches—not that there's anything
wrong with the peace marches."
Sid Richardson freshman and
ROTC midshipman Bill Blackwell
supported the policy change. "If it
will help us to not antagonize people
on campus then I think it's a good
thing, because thejast thing I want is
a campus with people yelling at me
when they don't even know me."
SRC freshman ROTC cadet Andrew Robertson did not feel that the
change was necessary. "I wouldn't
feel endangered wearing my uniform," he said.
«
Three other ROTC members refused to comment
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Minority scholarships ^THISB HUWKHER WOH
discriminate by color
Discrimination based on ethnicity is racism. And eliminating
scholarships reserved for students because of their ethnic background
is the next step toward eliminating racism at Rice and other universities.
The Department of Education'srecentannouncementthatfederallyfunded universities are prohibited from awarding scholarships based
on racial status was long overdue. Almost every university in the
country receives federal monies in the form of grants, loans, and
work-study programs, and Rice is no exception. Thus, if this announcement becomes policy, minority scholarships will be a thing of
the past for Rice. Good riddance.
Scholarships reserved for minorities, because they treat them
differently than whites, perpetuate the false idea that minorities are,
in general, inferior academically. Like other "affirmative action programs," they cause society to wonder if the recipients are truly
deserving. Under such programs, which cover a wide range in
America today, the respect that comes to whites more or less automatically when they receive a job, an acceptance to a university such
as Rice, or a scholarship, does not come to blacks and Hispanics,
thereby increasing their inferiority complex.
The stigma associated with minority scholarships is not strongly
felt here at Rice where 80% of the student body is on one form of
financial aid or another. Nonetheless, this is no excuse for Wiliam
Marsh Rice University to continue to judge people on skin color, as
did its founder.
Of course, Mr. Rice tried to keep blacks down. Many other whites
did their damndest to instill an attitude of inferiority in blacks through
slavery, and in blacks and Hispanics through the discriminatory laws
and racist attitudes that were widespread in this country as little as
thirty years ago.
Minority scholarships are an important signal that universities
care about minorities and want to make some amends for past
injustices, even though they may not have been directly felt by
scholarship recipients. But like anything restricted by ethnic origins
(which also includes Irish-Americans or Chinese-Americans), minority
scholarships are both morally and legally wrong.
They also help the wrong people. Forty percent of blacks in
America are upper- or middle-class. They have gone to good schools,
lived in safe neighborhoods, and been raised in houses that valued
education. These advantages, which many whites take for granted,
have allowed them to begin the race for success at the starting line.
By contrast, many poor children who lack one or more of those
things start that race way behind the line. It's a sad fact that a
disproportionately high percentage of blacks and Hispanics do begin
their lives lacking those advantages.
Those people are who we should be trying to help. And if minority
scholarships were eliminated, they wouldn't be hurt; upper- and
middle-class blacks and Hispanics would. Forcing those who can
shoulder more of the burden of their own education would enable
more poor — whites, Asians, blacks and Hispanics — to afford
college.
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President's Lecture Series biased
Fuentes spent the first 12 years of
not his right to express his opinion,
but the stifling of those views which his life in the United States as the son
contradict the ones typically held by of a diplomat. Alvin Poussaint, who
spoke three years ago, was then asDavid Halberstam's speech today's liberals.
When was the last time someone sociate dean for student affairs at
Wednesday night was remarkably
balanced ideologically, an oddity for who could be considered a "conser- Harvard Medical School. Jane
one in the President's Lecture Series. vative" spoke in the President's Lec- Goodall, who speaks in March, is a
world famous anthropologist in AfBut this balance does nothing to re- ture Series?
move the liberal bias that has been
According to biology professor rica, as was Richard Leakey, who
obvious in the choice of speakers for Ron Sass, in charge of securing lectured in 1989.
But it's not enough that lecturers
the series over the past four years.
speakers for the lecture series this
Halberstam's address follows ones year, there was an opportunity this conform to a mold. In spring 1989, a
earlier this year by novelist/diplomat year to obtain a conservative - Ro- man was physically removed by
Carlos Fuentes and scientist/educa- nald Reagan. But Sass told me he campus police from a presidential
tor John Firor. Both advocated posi- would have had to balance the former lecture which featured an American
tions which cause American liberals president with someone who would and a Soviet astronaut He was told
to nod agreeably and conservatives have opposing viewpoints, because he would be arrested on charges of
of "the concern that Rice might be trespassing if he set foot on the Rice
to cluck their tongues.
viewed
as endorsing a political view campus again. His crime: in prefacing
Fuentes spoke about the need for
his question he claimed the Soviets
Latin America to break away fromthe or party."
had war-mongering intentions in
Never
mind
that
Reagan
would
twin centralizing traditions of the
French bureaucracy and the Catho- have provided much needed balance their space program.
The message was reinforced:
lic Church. I expected him to then to the list of speakers. Or that innuendorse the radical individualism and merable students would love to hear nothing that shakes the typical liberal
decentralization of capitalism. But he a former president speak. The idea academic's worldview will be tolerdidn't, instead dwelling on the growth of "balance" had to be applied, even ated. I am not surprised, therefore,
that I have seen no presidential lecof grass-roots, neighborhood comturers drawn from the ranks of dismunities, which he called "the great
sidents who have been fighting for
contemporary event in Latin
When was the last time freedom
across the globe in Eastern
America." Political science professor
Europe, South Africa, China, or
Robert Dix, a Latin American spea"conservative"
elsewhere.
cialist and a liberal (he opposed the
One speaker like Chai Ling, a
1989 invasion of Panama), said later,
student leader in the Tiananmen
"If you simply looked at it analytically,
Square pro-democracy movement,
[the most important event] is the great
move toward privatization and free though it never was when liberals would bring more true diversity to
trade."
were asked to participate in the lec- the President's Lecture Series than
100 Shirley Chisholms. [Currently
Firor warned about the danger of ture series.
residing
in the U.S., Ling and her
We
heard
Fuentes;
why
not
global warming, stating the recent
increase in world temperature was former Chilean Finance Minister husband are among the 21 people
significant However, in a New York Hern&n Buchi, whose success in from the movement "most wanted"
Times article eight months earlier, a implementing a free-market, free- by the brutal Chinese government.]
Polish journalist and writer Adam
scientist at the Marshall Space Flight trade economy spurred the hemiMichnik
didn't escape imprisonment
spheric
drive
Due
mentioned?
We
Center in Alabama said, "We found
the earth's atmosphere goes through heard former Congresswoman But he keptfightingforfreedom,and
fairly large year-to-year changes in Shirley Chisholm in 1988; why not now the eloquent dissident is editortemperature, and over that ten-year conservative intellectual Thomas in-chief of one of the country's most
period (1979-88), we saw no long- Sowell, who happens to be black and influential newspapers.
Theyfitthe criteria for a lecturer,
has blasted affirmative action since
term wanning or cooling trend."
as told to me by Baker senior Jeff
Firor also said the computer mod- 1970?
In 1988 we also heard Susan Ayer, who was on the committee
els to measure global changes in
temperature are accurate. Eleven Sontag. Sontag, who once embraced which chose speakers for last year.
months earlier, in a New York Times the Cuban Revolution and North They would generate intellectual inarticle, a pair of scientists studying Vietnam, has reversed her opinions terest, provide insightful information,
the problem said current forecasts of on those subjects, but she still dis- and are known in the academic
global warming "are so inaccurate dains "American culture. "Look, Eu- community.
But they would say things with
and fraught with uncertainty as to be ropean culture is just a better culuseless to policymakers." Added an- ture," she told the authors of De- which most academics would disother, who the Times said had been structive Generation. But non-exis- agree. President Rupp (who approves
working on global warming since tent has been John Updike, who is all the speakers), Sass, and everyone
1972, the computer models "are se- noted for his love for America (and is else on this year's committee, owe it
to Rice to line up some speakers with
riously exaggerating the warming by a liberal).
at leasffivo to threefold.".
Lecturers are chosen so minori- truly divergent opinions and backgrounds, instead of homogeneous
On tne question of global warm- ties and women are represented, but ones that just rehash the typical
those
picked
hold
the
same
sort
of
ing, many scientists disagree with
academic's viewpoint
Firor, but many agree. The issue is positions as the white male speakers.

by Kurt Moeller

spoke?
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PC: breeding awareness...or stifling discussion?
To the editors:
that long ago that similar attitudes
In addressing the issue of "politi- abounded in the U.S. when words
cal correctness," both the letters of like "nigger" and "spic" were acEarl Ryan and Mark Bennett reveal cepted. These words have been
the depth of misunderstanding and erased (somewhat) without any reperhaps blindness to the issues of strictions on creative thought
sexism, racism, and homophobia
Many problematic issues fester
hiding at Rice University. When Mr. behind Rice's happy-go-lucky atmoBennett states that though "the sphere. Dialogue and action should
printed Misclass are unquestionably abound. And perhaps PC is the vesexist, most of them are mindless hicle for Rice awareness.
drivel...It is (not) evidence that the
I understand both Mr. Ryan and
student body is sexist as a whole," he Mr. Bennett's fears about the potenforgets that the Misclass is the most tial McCarthyism that lurks in PC
widely read section of the Thresher— thought But to attribute power to
the official student voice of Rice Uni- the powerless is easy for members of
versity. The Thresher's impact goes majority power. PC has hardly gained
beyond the hedges, reaching our the power and momentum that both
alumnae, our parents, and our com- men have said.
munity. This paper shapes public
I will concede that the very words
opinion of Rice and Rice students. It "politically correct" imply a judgeis our Misclass, specifically the first ment call about attitudes and lanfall edition, that sits in the offices at guage that is very narrow and very
the Houston Area Women's Center fixed. And perhaps "socially aware"
to be used as a fine example of sex- should be substituted. But the fact
ism — ironic for a campus which remains that the intent of PC is social
received so much good publicity for awareness to the plights of those that
its acquaintance rape awareness pro- have never had a voice.
gram.
I am not advocating a "thought
As for racism, have either of these police" or a "institutional political
two men ever asked a minority stance." These ideas are repugnant
person's opinion? Racism these days to freedom of speech and thought:
is much more subtle and insidious. pure, outright censorship. Yes, PC
How many times have Rice African- can get out of hand, but utilized judiAmerican males been stopped by the ciously, it can be a powerful equalcampos at night for identification? izer.
How many times have Rice AfricanThough being socially aware at
American students been asked what the individual level is a personal
sport they played, questioning their choice, it should not even be a choice
intellectual abilities? Maybe admis- institutionally. Officially, the universion standards of athletes are differ- sity, the government, and other instient from those of a typical Rice stu- tutions should strive for neutrality in
dent, but so are the standards for their language and attitude towards
Rice archis and musicians. Yet few all people. Instead of creating a rescoff at the standards of the Music strictive environment, this neutrality
and Architecture schools.
should be a foundation for further
Homophobia. Witness the brown- dialogue and thought
bagged faces of the members of
Jean Chen
GALORinpastCampanileyearbooks.
Jones '91
See the anonymous names printed in
the Thresher, advertising GALOR To the editors:
meetings. And tell me again that these
Can we stand one more letter
people don't feel hunted.
about "politically correct" speech? In
the January 18th edition of the
PC attempts to even Thresher, Earl Ryan puts forth the
theory that politically correct speech
"further [s] racism, sexism, and
the scales through
homophobia." In response to a previous letter, Mr. Ryan writes that "Mr.
language and,
Yusuff is exactly wrong when he asserts that the role of PC speech is to
consequently, through make us aware of the biases in language we use.' PC speech obscures
the perspicuity of language and logic,
attitudes.
substitutes euphemisms for concrete
PC attempts to even the scales statements and aims at nothing short
through language and consequently, of neutering people's ability to reathrough attitudes. I find it extremely son for themselves."
ironic that both Mr. Ryan and Mr.
An interesting choice of words for
Bennett unwittingly agree with the someone whose main goal seems to
basic premise of PC — the power of be propagating clarity of expression,
language on thoughts and attitudes. but I disagree. The purpose of PC
Mr. Ryan raises the fear that PC lan- speech is indeed awareness. People
guage will "neuter...people's ability need to be aware that certain terms
to reason for themselves." That's and expressions are offensive, lest
quite an impact that language has on they insult someone unintentionally.
intellect.
People's ability to reason can only be
In painting his picture of the PC helped by exposure to new ideas and
Big Brother, Mr. Ryan blunders on modes of thought
many points. "The assumption that
Semantics aside, I don't undercertain groups can't argue it out in stand the reasoning behind his statethe marketplace of ideas and public ment. Am I to understand that if I use
opinion without special help from the term humankind when referring
the artificial crippling of...PC," Mr. to the homo sapian population that I
Ryan writes, "reflects how cynical am somehow being unclear? I supthe PC are about the capabilities of pose that man or mankind would be
reason." Realism, Mr. Ryan, not cyni- more concrete and perspicuous. Here
cism. He assumes that the market- I thought that I was talking about
place of ideas is a free one and every- human beings, but according to Mr.
one has an equal voice. And he ig- Ryan's statement, that's nothing but
nores the institutional and societal a euphemism for men. Silly me.
barriers (in this case language) that
The purpose of politically correct
still confine minorities. Even the speech is to make us aware. The
United States governmentrecognizes proponents of PC speech are not trythe existence of these barriers in its ing to "force-feed" anything to anyassessment of the problems of mi- one. We simply reserve the right to
norities.
object to the use of derogatory terms
As for Mr. Bennett's belief that when they reflect badly upon us.
apathy is nonexistent, where were
Mr. Ryan's statement that PC
the students when tuition was raised speech assumes that minorities don't
or when the homelessness demon- have the "backbone" to stand up for
stration was held? What are these themselves is bull. I am not looking
pressing concerns, Mr. Ryan, that to PC speech for protection from the
Owls have that outweigh societal is- big, bad, ugly, real world. I undersues? "Causes of the Month" are in stand that in the real world I'll have to
fact "Problems of the Centuries." It deal with many people who couldn't
seems that you are the one that is care less about my feelings or ideals,
cynical, Mr. Ryan, not PC.
but I refuse to let that be an excuse
Both men assume that the status for the status quo.
Jennifer Chlistley
quo at Rice is "a healthy and fertile
intellectual atmosphere." It was not
Brown '94

To the editors:
I don't doubt that Ms. Chen is
sincerely interested in combatting
the dirty trinity (racism, sexism,
homophobia) and I have no intention
of second guessing her motives.
There are two sides here which
don't seem to understand each other.
What infuriates me is the idea that
some people presume to monopolize
and copyright words, around very
narrow, irreproachably "correct"
meanings, so that no one else can use
them legitimately unless they strap
on the ideological backpack that the
linguistic social engineers have on
their minds. It seems I'm unaware,
undiverse,
insensitive,
and
uninclusive. Oh please.
I am not interested in joining the
compassion contest with an I'mjustas-sensitive-as-you-are-howl. The
sensitivity sweepstakes are likewise,
I think, an exercise in useless posturing. I will not, however, roll over and
play dead and accept Ms. Chen's
definition of me, simply because I
resist the copyrighting of the meanings of certain words.
PC hegemony has got to go. Yes,
I value awareness, diversity, sensitivity, etc., but I won't suffer the positive
meanings of those words to be
co-opted on the assumption that the
only way to be "correct" is to accept
the "political" weight those words
now carry in the university. PC's basic project is to take good words,
attach them to some dark, nasty ideas
and then retreat onto their positive
meanings whenever the lights shine
on the dark side of what those words
have come to mean.
"Diversity," as George F. Will says
in a column about UTs English program, "is a euphemism that masks a
multitude of sins—quotas, setasides." "Awareness" often means
pretending you think sexual orientation is mere preference, morally neutral. "Sensitivity" often means keeping silent when some demagogic
pressure group clears its throat and
asks for an entitlement May I, respecting the bounds of civility, disagree with what those words have
come to mean without being linguistically ostracized frompolite society?
Will you save me a condominium in
your ideal society?
Earl Ryan
Hanszen '91
To the editors:
It is clear that Ms.. Chen does not
understand either the content or the
intent of my letter in last week's
Thresher, for she accuses me of
shortcomings and flaws I do not possess. Language is a powerful tool.
There is no irony here. I do not

"unwittingly agree with the basic
premise of PC." I consciously affirm
it with each word I choose.
If "political correctness" were
simply an awareness of the power of
language, I would be its staunchest
supporter. like most tools, language
can be used either to create or to
destroy, to help or to hurt It is destruction and pain that proponents of
political correctness would eradicate
by forcing us to follow the strictures
of PC speech even at the cost of
creation and aid.
Ms. Chen writes that I misunderstand or am blind to the issues. She
is, however, unable to provide evidence of my blindness. In the guise
of evidence she presents my criticism of Mr. Yusuff s evidence of sexism, racism, and homophobia. She
says, in effect, that because I don't
believe that the Rice student body is
sexist, racist, or homophobic, I mis-

Real change will come
when we can even the
scales through
attitudes and,
consequently, through
language.
understand the issue.
I encourage Ms. Chen to reread
my letter. I did not state or imply that
these three social evils do not exist at
Rice. My argument was that Mr.
Yusuff s evidence was, at best, spurious. Ms. Chen tries to enlighten me
and, in the case of racism, provides
better evidence than Mr. Yusuff.
In the other two cases she relies
on an invalid assumption and a logical non sequitur. The student body,
argues Chen, is sexist because the
Misclass is often sexist (again, much
of the Misclass is also intellectual
pablum) and the Misclass are widely
read (reaching not only alumnae, but
also alumni). Behind this is the ludicrous assumption that we are what
we read. The reductio ad absurdem:
if I read Marx, then I am a Communist, if I read Misclass I'm a drooling
misanthrope, if I read Other Voices, I
amafeminist, and if I read Ms. Chen's
letter, I am ^proponent of PC speech.
The student body, she writes, is
homophobic because GALOR maintains the anonymity of its members.
Even if one accepts from this evidence that homosexuals are afraid of
persecutionat Rice, it does notfollow
that Rice students are homophobic.

New Sid furniture
impractical, inadequate
To the editors:
The new modular furniture
scheduled to become permanent replacements for student-designed
build-ups at Sid (and other colleges)
is deceptively small, and grossly inappropriate for students taller than
four feet eleven inches. The design
principles employed are patently absurd. To wit
-Drawers are only 2/3 the depth
of the wooden case that supports
them. I suppose this was to allow
expansion for those students who
wish to special order drawers of the
correct length from manufacturer
American Furniture Co.
-All components exhibit a distinctive "idiot shelf, which basically
means that the top surface of the
desk/dresser extends an extra four
to six inches behind the actual fixture
to make it look bigger.
-On the desk, this waste space
restricts the volume below the bed
such that the student must get up
(not easy, given the bed hovering
just overhead) and step away from
the desk if he/she wishes to open the
top drawer!
-The cabinet which supports the

otherwise rickety bed is only about
70% as deep as the bed is wide. In
addition to limiting drawer space,
this allows only short students to
access the contents without bumping a forehead into the bed frame. All
other students are invited to squat
-Nor is that cabinet flush with the
back of the bed, leaving a void back
there. Admittedly, this is a clever
feature for small students who play
hide-and-seek frequently. But for the
rest of us, it is a magnet for dust,
bugs, pizza crust, mold, and stray
hair, conveniently located close to
our desk and bed.
-The bed is so low that is requires
a lot of stooping underneath, while
preserving enough space on top that
one could do calisthenics. It's a splitsection condo for midgets.
-The bookshelf was omitted,
probably to save enough lumber for
those damn "idiot shelves".
Perhaps Marion Hicks should ask
a practical-minded archi to accompany him the next time he goes
shopping.
Jesse Richardson
SRC '92

People's fear of a boogey monster is
not evidence of its existence. For the
sake of future critics of Ms. Chen's
caliber I am not rejecting the possibility of sexism and homophobia at
Rice. I am rejecting the evidence Ms.
Chen cites as proof of sexism and
homophobia.
Ms. Chen's support of charges of
apathy is amusing. She points to two
instances: CK's ever-changing meal
plan and the Board of Governors'
upwardly mobile tuition. Even the
non-PC reader will note that these
are fiscal matters which pale in comparison to the "Problems of the Centuries" —societal issues. I reiterate:
student discussions of PC (or war or
acquaintance rape) point away from
apathy in the Rice student body.
"PC attempts to even the scales
through language and consequently,
through attitudes." Removing "the
institutional and societal barriers that
still confine minorities" is desirable,
but Ms. Chen has it backwards. Real
change will come when we can even
the scales through attitudes and,
consequendy, through language. It
is a shift in attitudes that has diminished the use of words like "nigger"
and "spic" in the United States, and
not vice versa.
Advocates of PC favor indoctrination in place of education. It is academically illegitimate and intellectually stifling for professors to be tenured and students graded on the basis of agreement or disagreement
with the ideas of the ruling body.
The development of ideas,
whether popular or unpopular,
should be encouraged rather than
repressed. The discussion of these
ideas should likewise be encouraged.
It is not the responsibility of the university to monitor students'thoughts
for correctness.
Each person's choice and arrangement of words is his own responsibility. While this responsibility must be carefully considered if
intellectual discourse is to thrive in a
hostile world, such consideration is
fully within the capabilities of educated reason, aboutwhich the PC are
so "realistically" negative.
Mark W. Bennett
SRC '91
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Peace movement is simply a patriotic expression of beliefs
the full realization of the American
To the editors:
Many people have asked my why dream has yet to be fulfilled. We
I continue to protest for peace now must face the inadequacies of our
that war has begun. They ask me PAC-polluted, unresponsive governwhat good I think will come from mental institutions and work to inmarching infrontof recruiting offices volve the general public in the decision-making process of the governor signing petitions.
I believe that my continued in- ment Being a citizen of the United
volvement in the peace movement is States carries with it certain responpatriotic The youth of this generation sibilities beyond voting, paying taxes
need to ask themselves what they and serving in the military.
The radical left points to the inadequacies of our system, yet offers
Being a citizen of the no tangible solutions while the stagnant right refuses to even acknowlUnited States carries edge that cracks exist in the system.
The stagnant right now sleeps
in the White House, sweepwith it certain responsi- soundly
ing the social problems of our age
under the rug with denial and fervent
bilities beyond voting, flag waving. They claim blind devotion and uncritical allegiance are papaying taxes and serv- triotic while critical dissent, which
seeks to expose and, it is hoped, cure
social ills, is unpatriotic and subvering in the military.
sive. Shame on them! True patriotism isn't "my country right or
can do to help their country live up to wrong", it's "ask not what your counits democratic ideals. I protest be- try can do for you, but what you can
cause I believe a long-term American do for your country." Solutions can
military presence in the Middle East only be discovered after problems
will only hurt this nation. By concen- are exposed and confronted.
trating all of its effort in battles abroad,
Most peace protesters are patrithe United States diverts its attention otic enough to realize that a military
from the domestic battlefield, where campaign in the Middle East will not
cure poverty or inadequate medical
care at home. They want the United
States to realize its potential as a
great democracy by affording the
freedom of opportunity to all of its
citizens no matter into what "ward"
they are born.
There are those few "kooks" involved in the peace movement who
want to promote their own political
agenda which seeks to subvert democracy. These are the few who burn

SA flag
sales
obscure
war issues

To the editors:
At Monday night's SA meeting,
something happened which I think
the entire student body should be
made aware of. Several members of
the Senate are proposing to sell paraphernalia related to the Mid-East crisis throughout the colleges.
First of all, according to the parliamentarian, spending money on anything political is strictly forbidden.
The members in question suggested
that such a statute could be easily
circumvented. Such blatant disregard
for the constitution is abhorrent The
constitution, as ratified by the student body, is something to be adhered to, not to be recognized solely
when it is convenient
Secondly, the paraphernalia they
wish to sell consists of peace flags

This reductionist viewpoint ignores the complexity of both symbols
and cheapens the
message behind each.
and American flags. Politically, this
places two symbols in a mutually
exclusive context the American flag
symbolizing war, the peace flag symbolizing unpatriotic sentiment Our
American flag does not symbolize
war, and should not be put into a
situation where this is the unavoidable interpretation; nor should the
peace flag be posed against the ideals of patriotism. This reductionist
viewpoint ignores the complexity of
both symbols and cheapens the message behind each.
Controversy in and of itself is not
bad, but conflict should be based on
constructive discourse, not the simplification of ambiguous issues. The
sale of these two flags would obstruct
the matter and make an educated
response difficult The Senate should
devote its energy toward awareness
so the students can make their own
choice unaffected by symbolic stereotypes caused by placing these two
objects in opposition.
Joe H. Castro
Hanszen '93

the flags, that throw the paint at
buildings, then cower among the
crowd, unwilling to take responsibility for their actions. They are the
radical few, the "professional" protesters that garner the national media coverage with their flashy theatrics. But the overwhelming majority
of peace protesters are only trying to
voice their dissent against what they
feel is a morally bankrupt and shortsighted foreign policy promoted by
the Bush administration. Never confuse critical opposition to the policies
of an individual administration with
bitter hate directed toward the very
institutions of democracy itself.
I protest this war because I want
the American public to be reminded
of the terrific losses it will suffer. Too
often war is reduced to an abstract
concept, a giant game of Stratego

worth bleeding and being blown apart
for, it should be the most important
thought occupying their minds. As
they die in the desert, their last
thoughts should be of this glorious
reason, not of their families, for they
are not dying for their families, they
are bleeding to death for a cause
dictated to them by the President
President Bush says that these
men will die for the liberation of Kuwait Since Kuwait is truly being oppressed by the Iraqi occupational
forces, we arefightingfor the liberation of a sovereign nationfromtyrannical oppression. But why are we
fighting for the liberation of Kuwait
and not the liberation of Latvia from
Soviet oppression or Tibet from Chinese oppression? We have to assume
that our government feels that the
liberation of Kuwait is more impor-

are we trying to do, make the world
safe for monarchy?
I protest the use of force in the
Middle East because I think it is
cynical and hypocritical for the Bush
administration to claim it represents
the force offreedomin the wold and
yet ignore the oppressive atrocities
occurring in other less economically
"vital" nations. We need to recognize
that humans are a valuable resource
too. Washington and Jefferson would
both recoil in horror to seethe nation
they founded on democratic principles fighting and dying as mercenaries for ex-Axis powers to liberate
a monarchy.
I protest because I love the principles on which this nation was
founded and am compelled to act in
my own way to better my country
through critical dissent For the love

I protest because I love the principles on which this nation was. founded
and am compelled to act in my own way to better my country through
critical dissent. For the love of your country, for the love of the soldiers
dying in Saudi Arabia, do not stand in silent resignation.
played out by military analysts on
Nightline. By engaging in the war,
the Bush administration is asking us
to lay down our lives in the pursuit of
"victory." But what are they asking
us to die for? Our soldiers have only
one life to live, so if we ask them to
die, to sacrifice the only existence
they can be sure of, we damn well
better have a definite and morally
adequate reason for their sacrifice.
This reason should be the most important thing consuming their
thoughts, for if it is worth dying for,

tant than the liberation of Tibet or
Latvia What makes Kuwait so special? It isn't any larger than Tibet or
Latvia, in fact both of the latter countries have more citizens than Kuwait
Is it because we identify with the
ideals of the Kuwaiti government
more than the Latvian or Tibetan
governments? No. Both Latvia and
Tibet were striving to become independent democratic states. By liberating Kuwait we will not befreeinga
cousin democracy. We will be liberating an exclusive monarchy. What

of your country, for the love of the
soldiers dying in SaudiArabia,do not
stand in silent resignation. Yourvoice,
your vote, your signature, your hard
work when combined with that of
others can shock a stagnant system
into action and force this nation to
confront poverty,fiscalirresponsibility, inadequate medical care,
homelessness, and all the other
daunting problems our generation
must try to vanquish.
Kyle Hemy
Baker '93

Gulf war protestors marching in wrong direction
Similarly, it is doubtful that gov- then hear of anti-war protests will not
ernment policy will change as a re- provoke them to question the need
sult of student actions. For one thing, for the war, it will beget low morale,
Students and other citizens who student discontent will not be re- and in the end, a longer, costlier war.
protest the war in the Persian Gulf flected in nationwide polls. Even if it
Protest also has the potential to
are doing little to advance their ends, were, a Bush administration that has breed violence of its own. With supand a great deal to demoralize and struggled to dispel a "wimp" image port for the war running high among
discourage U.S. troops. Their efforts, and is suffering credibility problems most Americans, some might feel
while entirely legitimate under the due to its reversal on taxes is unlikely violently toward marchers, and the
First Amendment to the Constitution, to contradict its harsh rhetoric and large numbers of people and high
could be better directed toward supporting U.S. personnel in the Gulf
and agitating for an energy policy
Those who wave signs and chant slogans in the
that would obsolete "oil wars."
Despite their beliefs and self-conhope of altering the course of war have better
gratulatory Vietnam era myths, those
protesting against war do not signifiuses for their time.
cantly sway public opinion. On the
contrary, many Americans are likely
to view marching college students as abandon its Persian Gulf effort
intensity of emotions at protests could
upper-class intellectuals, and discount
Although protest does little good, lead to unwelcome casualties on the
their opinions as out of step with it does have unintended negative ef- home front No one gains from such
mainstream America due to this fects. Many veterans of the Vietnam conflicts.
characterization. Studies during the War recall their disgust with AmeriThose hoping to make a differ1960's indicated that middle America cans at home who protested their ence in the war can do so in a more
felt enmity rather than sympathy for efforts. Just as soldiers in the Persian individualized way. Even the most
student activists. There is little rea- Gulf do, these soldiers saw them violently anti-violence activist should
son for that to change, especially with selves as fighting for those who re- remember that our boys in the Pertoday's agitators eagerly donning the mained stateside. The sense of be- sian Gulf are just that: young men
counter-culture apparel of their pre- trayal that U.S. troops will feel when and women of our age who have little
decessors.
they watch their comrades die and desire to commit atrocities and a great
by Peter Howley

desire to feel supported by and close
to home. Writing a letter or sending
gifts to American personnel does not
mean that one condones the spilling
of blood for oil or the waging war for
Texaco, but it does make a positive
contribution to the situation instead
of making it worse for all concerned.
Perhaps something else can be
learnedfromthis conflict that two oil
embargoes were not sufficient to
teach us. To avoid wars over oil, which
we arefightingwhether one considers the Iraqi or American reasons for
interest in the region, students could
work against foreign oil dependence.
While this is a complex economic
issue with many repercussions, it at
least does not divide the nation into
emotional camps, and its resolution
would leave benefits, not bitterness.
Those who wave signs and chant
slogans in the hope of altering the
course of war, instead of in the hope
of imitating the mythical '60s idealism, have better uses for their time.
Before marchingfruitlessly,consider
making a positive effort toward helping American troops survive the inevitable and keeping them from having to do so again.

Idea that individuals may dodge service troubling
To the editors:
Protesters in the academic quad
carry signs saying "non servium [sic]"
and, in a letter to the Thresher, Jeffrey
Kirk McCrary, a graduate student,
encourages "...the conscientious
men and women of this university
to...refuse to serve our military objectives in the Middle East" Regardless of the justness of the war, the
assumption on which this refusal is
based — that the individual may
choose not to serve — is troublesome.
Mr. McCrary is undoubtedly sincere in his opposition to the war and
in his resolution not to fight in it He
is fortunate that, if a draft is instituted, he can choose from several
methods of avoiding service. Whichever he chooses, his place will be
filled by one less fortunate. Not everyone who chooses to can afford his

methods of avoiding service.
If we assume that everyone may
choose not to serve, then those who
fight the battles, we must assume,
have unconscientiously chosen to do

only work if everyone follows the will
of the majority. In the case of a nation
as large as ours, the will of the majority is expressed in their selection of
public officials. Our duly elected rep-

A democracy does not run by the law of the
jungle. It will only work if everyone follows the will
of the majority.
so. They will come home to the same
welcome that greeted returning
Vietnam veterans. Well spit on them
and call them baby-killers.
Most puzzling about the assumption that we may choose not to serve
is its negation of one of the bases of
our nation. A democracy does not
run by the law of the jungle. It will

resentatives have, right or wrong,
decided that we shouldfightthis war.
The refusal to serve assumes that the
decision of these representatives is
not binding.
If this is the case, then it is time to
change not only our representatives
but also our form of government.
Almost as tempting and defensible

as avoidance of military service
through "conscientious" objection is
avoidance of taxes, which pay for the
war, by the same method. And, while
there are clearly no conscientious
objectors to interstate highways, to
public education, or to grants for
graduate students, the government
cannot continue to fulfill its responsibilities toward us in these areas if we
have no responsibilities in return.
Whether we view the war as right
or wrong, the unavoidable consequences of assuming that we may
choose not to serve — the predomination in our military of those less
economically or educationally fortunate, the contemptuou s mistreatment
of those who serve, and the devaluation of our entire system of government — cannot be borne.
Mark W. Bennett
Sid Richardson '91
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'No blood for oil' protest barrel belongs in Baghdad
To the editors:
In regards to the "protest barrel,"
"No Blood for Oil," placed on the
quad near Willy's Statue on January
17,1 feel that this display was, while
an effective visual display of the
creator's feelings, detrimental to her
point By not seeking administration
approval on the subject, this visual
statement was promptly removed
from a high visibility area. Next time
the author puts such obvious effort
into a piece, I feel that she should
seek approval from Rice administration officials so that her First
Amendment rights can be properly
respected, rather than violate school
policies. It is fortunate, however, that
the person responsible for this work
did not live in a country where such
things as speech aren't free, let alone
even a right
The people of Kuwait enjoyed an
extremely prosperous and free society under a benevolent system of
government, albeit they had no representation the way Americans view
it However, all that changed on August 2. Saddam Hussein, tired of
having to pay to use such things as
Kuwaiti oil terminals, refineries and
pipelines, and horror of horrors, actually having to share one of the
world's largest oil fields, decided to
put a stop to these obvious Kuwaiti
violations of his rights in the only
way left open to him, military conquest.
As a side effect, he just happened
to gain effective control of twenty
percent of the world's oil supply and
would have eventually gained effective control of almost all of the oil on
the Arabian penninsula. With
Saddam's well-known benevolence
towards Western culture (remember
the U.S.S. Stark? That was an Iraqi
plane that was responsible for the
loss of American lives), I'm sure that
he would only have settled for a minor ($10-$20?) increase in the price
of oil to make up for the "gouging"
done by those selfsame perpetrators
of evil, the Kuwaiti people.
In fact, the Kuwaitis, and the Kuwaitis alone, with no help from anyone anywhere, gouged prices so low
and in such an obvious attempt to
destroy Iraq that the $6.7 billion in
petroleum assistance they gave to
Iraq during the Iran-Iraq war was
obviously designed to rub their superiority in the Iraqis' faces. To heap
insult upon insult, the Kuwaitis actually gave them grants and loans
and they even had the audacity to
expect the repayment of these loans.
We can obviously see the long list of
atrocities committed by Kuwait
against that victim of Western prejudice, Iraq, and why the Kuwaiti people
deserved the reprisals that were later
visited upon them by the "liberat-
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ing"(?) Iraqi army.
Having suffered so long under
the oppressing influence of Kuwait,
it was only natural that the Iraqis
seek redress for their grievances after their army had turned Kuwait
into a prison to keep the criminal
Kuwaitis in one convenient place.
Having previouslyjudged all Kuwaitis
guilty (funny, I never heard about
that trial), the Iraqi army set about
executing (no pun intended) the
sentence.
Looting, pillaging, arson, and
general destruction should've
showed the Kuwaitis the error of
their ways, but what about that some
of the pesky businessman who had
prospered due to the Kuwaiti crimes?
One squad of soldiers found a punishment that was so great that it almost became common. They castrated a man and raped his wife while
he watched. I hope he learned his
lesson.
Unfortunately for these crusaders of justice, the U.S. in conjunction
with other countries, sent troops into
the area. This foiled the Iraqis' plan
to punish Kuwaits accomplice in its
dastardly deeds, Saudi Arabia. At the
behest of Kuwait, Saudi Arabia also
had the audacity to be prosperous
and have more than eighteen miles
of coastline at the same time. To
prevent these evil outsiders from recorrupting Kuwait after its sanctification by the holy warriors of Iraq,
Iraq had no choice but to annex their
former oppressors.
As the well-intentioned crusaders
of justice that they are, the Iraqis
decided that they should expand their
crusade of justice to the Palestinians
(it wasn't a blatant ploy to garner
support or anything was it?), since

they were then faced with having to
use actual force against a real opponent Saddam decided that his invasion of Kuwait was now a ploy to
liberate Palestine from the infidel
Jews (regardless of the fact that most
of what was once Palestine has been
a part of Iraq's close ally Jordan for
years).
What was even worse is that the
heathen Americans had set a deadline after they had realized that the
crusaders of justice could outlast a
blockade for maybe a year. So, the
righteous Saddam Hussein decided
to declare war on those evil people

who believe in rights, and other silly
things like that, on January 14, beating the unjust at their own game by a
day. On January 16, those selfsame
heathens started giving back to Iraq
what it had allegedly been giving to
Kuwait justice.
Curiously enough, the next day
the barrel appeared. Its message of
killing innocent babies for oil glared
in the quad under the disdainful eye
of William Marsh Rice. I wholly
support the message of "the barrel,"
almost as much as I support our efforts in the Persian Gulf, Iraq, Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia.

However, I think that the barrel
should not be in the quad, but in a
square, a town square 10,000 miles
away. A square in a certain city so
that as American, Saudi, Israeli,
French and British planes fly overhead, the people <jf Baghdad will be
reminded of the reason for which
they are now being called to task.
This is one Rice student who appreciates his country, its values and the
apparently out of fashion ideals of
decency and justice. Good Luck men,
and hurry home.
Bill Blackwell
Sid Richardson '94

Students at large universities complain
Austin and the University of Minnesota say that it is often very difficult to
getassistancefroma professor, either
in choosing a major or in choosing
According to a story in The courses. They claim that those
Chronicle of Higher Education, un- members of the teaching staff they
dergraduates at large research uni- are able to get in touch with are
versities are dissatisfied with the either "uninformed or uninterested
quality of education they are receiv- in helping."
ing. And, in a related article, The
In order to deal with these probChronicle reports that university of- lems, officials at these universities
ficials at these and other large insti- have released reports trying to focus
tutions are attempting to facilitate more attention on undergraduates.
smaller class size and increased stu- Some have begun to make changes
dent-professor interaction.
that will assist students, such as esAmong the problems that stu- tablishing more ways for students to
dents cite is their inability to get into interact with teachers, an increased
classes that they want, even those roster of courses, hiring more teachclasses that are required for their ers, and reducing enrollment.
majors or for any undergraduate deThe problem with reducing engree. The result is, they say, "it will rollment, according to officials at
take them five or six years to earn Texas and Minnesota, is that at statetheir degrees."
sponsored institutions, residents feel
Additionally, students at universi- that their children have a right for
ties like the University of Texas at the education that their tax monies

Beyond the Hedges
by Neil Robinson

are paying for.
While administrators at these
large universities understand that
undergraduates are not receiving the
same attention as undergraduates at
smaller colleges and universities,
they believe that students are receiving benefits "that small colleges
can't match: star faculty members,
world-renowned speakers, big-time
athletics, and unparalleled library
holdings."
Additionally, tuition costs at such
large universities are a big plus,
where students pay less than half the
cost of private colleges.
Some undergraduates believe that
complacency on the part of other
students helps contribute to maintenance of the status quo. They say
that their peers are willing to accept
large classes, multiple-choice exams,
and impersonal instruction. They are
willing to sacrifice aquality education
for the easy way out
Other universities facing similar
complaints, such as Cornell and
Rutgers Universities, and the University of Michigan, have created
committees to address the problems
and outline recommendations for
their universities.
The problem facing public, and
the centuries. We bear in mind, too,
Justice Holmes' admonition in his especially private, institutions is that
now vindicated dissent in Lochner v. the funds for large-scale improvements are simply not available.
New York:
Nonetheless, some large schools
"It [the Constitution] is made for
people of fundamentally differing are attempting to emulate aspects of
views, and the accident of our finding small college life. They encourage
certain opinions natural and familiar professors and other faculty memor novel and even shocking ought bers to dine with students in resinot to conclude our judgement upon dence and dining halls. They have
the question whether statutes em- reduced class sizes, especially for
bodying them conflict with the Con- freshmen, and have given more undergraduates to work with faculty on
stitution of the United States.
"...We therefore conclude that the research projects.
Some universities are attempting
right of personal privacyincludes the
abortion decision, but that this right to improve distribution curricula and
is not unqualified and must be con- to bolster academic advising so that
sidered against important state in- students get more broad-based educations and, when they choose their
terests in regulation."
Celeste Campbell majors, are able to get the most out of
Rice for Choice the specialization at the university.

Words of 'Roe v. Wade' decision
still ring true after 18 years
To the editors:

Tuesday, January 22 was the 18th
anniversary of the Roe v. Wade Supreme Court decision granting
women the right to have access to a
safe, legal abortion. In light of the
Middle East we feel that it would be
inappropriate to honor this day of
freedom with acelebratory rally when
so many Americans and citizens of
other nations are in the midst of war.
However, the members of Rice for
Choice would like to acknowledge
this landmark decision by reiterating
some of the Supreme Court's words:
"We forthwith acknowledge our
awareness of the sensitive and emotional nature of the abortion controversy, ofthe vigorous opposing views,
even among physicians, and of the
deep and seemingly absolute convic-

tions that the subject inspires. One's
philosophy, toward life and family
and their values, and the moral
standards one established and seeks
to observe, are all likely to influence
and to color one's thinking and conclusions about abortion.
"In addition, population growth,
pollution, poverty, and racial overtones tend to complicate and not to
simplify the problem.
"Our task, of course, is to resolve
the issue by constitutional measurement free of emotion and of predilections. We seek earnestly to do
this, and, because we do, we have
inquired into, and in this opinion place
some emphasis upon, medical and
medical-legal history and what that
history reveals about man's attitudes
toward the abortive procedure over
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Chance motions to compel
sexual harassment papers
by Shaila Dewan
English professor Jane Chance,
who is suing Rice and former English Department Chair Alan Grob
on charges which include sexual
discrimination, has successfully
compelled the production of documents pertaining to all "formal or
informal, filed or unfiled charges or
allegations of sexual harassment or
misconduct by any faculty member
of the English department at Rice
from January 1,1973 to the present"
But access to the documents is
limited, due to a protective motion
granted to Rice January 9.
On September 25,1990, Chance
filed a motion seeking to force Rice
to surrender the documents. Rice
then protested and simultaneously
filed for a protective order on the
documents, which would limit the
parties having access to Rice's
records.
On December 13, Chance's motion was granted.
In 1988 Chance filed a lawsuit

'Equally important, the
documents must not be
produced for the protection of the professor,
whose reputation may
be tarnished by the
existence of the complaint, without regard to
any determination of
guilt or innocence.'
against Rice and Grob, claiming discrimination of pay and the terms
and conditions of employment based
on gender.
In addition, she has charged Grob
with engaging in "a vicious and
protracted campaign to insult, demean and harass Dr. Chance because of her stated opposition to
discriminatory practices within the
department and the university generally."
The suit, filed under Title DC of
the Educational Amendments of
1972, was originally a class action
suit on behalf of female faculty and
staff. Since then Chance, under fire
of university allegations that she was
unqualified to represent her class,
has decided to sue as an individual.
Chance, before she attempted to
compel the pertinent documents,
requested themfromRice. The university refused to produce them,
claiming, Chance said, the following reasons for withholding them:
"1. The documents concern a
sensitive, pending and unresolved
complaint;
2. The documents are irrelevant;
and
3. The documents are immaterial."
Thefirstreason referred to a thenunresolved complaint which the
university began hearing in June
1990. This could have been the same
case about which President George
Rupp's office issued a statement in
November.
The statement, which wis printed
in "The Big Test; Why You May
Never Hear About Sexual Harassment on Campus," (Thresher, November 30) said only that the university had recently investigated a
complaint of sexual harassment and
followed its stated sexual harassment policy. The case was the first
formal investigation under the twoyear-old policy, then-Director of Affirmative Action Eva Lee said in the
article.
The article concerned the
administration's refusal to publish

an abstractofthe case. In atelephone
interview in November, Assistant to
the President Carl MacDowell denied that the university's silence was
related to Jane Chance vs. Rice University and Alan Grob.
Administrative officials maintained that the sexual harassment
policy (p. 44 in the blue student
handbook) guaranteed confidentiality, and that an abstract—even without names—would violate the guarantee.
The university does not comment
on matters under litigation,
MacDowell said this week.
The motion to compel, filed by
Chance's attorney, David T. Lopez,
said, "The documents relate to one
form of exploitation and are relevant
to the attitude and outlook of male
faculty members which manifests itself as discrimination based on sex."
It also claimed thatthe information
requested concerned graduate students overseen by Chance and made
references to Chance.
"The documents are material in
that they may detail one facet of the
domination male faculty members
exercise," the motion also said.
Rice replied that the documents
did not relate to Chance's claim that
she "was retaliated against for her
stance against gender discrimination
or that she is not paid equally with"
male faculty members in the English
department"
The university also said that harassment inquiries should be conducted "without publicity that has
traditionally discouraged complaints.
Equally important, the documents
must not be produced for the protection of the professor, whose
reputation may be tarnished by the
existence of the complaint, without
regard to any determination of guilt
or innocence."
Sociology professor Chandler
Davidson, who chaired the panel
which conducted the sexual harassment investigation, signed an affidavit on October 12 which stated, "Any
reference to Dr. Jane Chance [in the
documents] is minimal and unrelated
to her claims in the lawsuit" It was
not clear whether Davidson referred
to or had access to all such documents
since 1973,theyear Chance was hired
as the first female professor on tenure track at Rice.
Also on October 12, Rice filed an
interrogatory asking Chance to "Explain in detail any role plaintiff or her
daughter played in supplying information to the Rice Thresherregarding
complaints of sexual harassment
against Terry Doody."
The replies to interrogatories,

'Any reference to Dr.
Jane Chance [in the
documents] is minimal

Students protest, anti-protest at rally
Approximately 70 Rice students attended peace demonstrations and
counter-demonstrations held doumtoum on Saturday, according to Will
Rice College senior Jennifer Sanders
and WRC senior Ozgur Bayazitoglu,
who each attended a different event.
*From Rice, we had around 40.
That's students and a couple faculty
members that I know of and that I
saw," Sanders said. The group joined
1000peace demonstrators that Sanders estimated were in attendance.
Bayazitoglu reported, that he was
one ofabout 30 students from Rice, all
but three of whom were football players, who joined an anti-demonstration. "Regardless ofwhatyoufelt before,
the most reasonable thing to do at this
point in time is to show a united
front... We didn't want the troops to get
the wrong idea," he said.
In defense ofthe peace demonstrators, Sanders claimed, They [counterdemonstrators] misunderstood why we
were there... they were often obnoxious
andsort of threatening... [The counterdemonstrators] don't have a monopoly
on the patriotism
Sanders explained, "We were out
there to say that we disagree with the
decision that was made, and that we
want that known. We support the
troops...we want them home intact,
not in pieces or body bags... Why we're
out there is kind of trying to get the
country to live up to the ideals that it
talks about."
The demonstrations illustrate that
emotions run deep on both sides of the
issue, but Bayazitoglu noted some
fundamental similarities of opinion:
"No one's against troops, obviously,
and no one's for war."
—H. H.

P.C.

FROM PAGE ONE

rect" has become the cornerstone of
popular debate, and was recently the
subject of a Newsweek cover story,
and unrelated to her
Klien feels that the term clouds the
real issues.
claims in the lawsuit.'
"The real issue is what kind of
education we want to give our stu—Chandler Davidson dents given the shrinking of the real
world," sheexplained. "The term has
which are used by attorneys to pre- been imposed by a certain group of
pare for trial, are not public record people for a calculated effect"
unless used as an argument to supThe term is intended to be deport a particular motion.
rogatory, Klein explained, and is asIn November Walter Isle, chair of sociated with restricting the issues
the English department, told the taught and the terms used to a limThresher that Doody, a tenured En- ited set of socially accepted norms.
glish professor, was not scheduled to
"People who are supposedly
teach in the spring or fall of 1991.
wanting to be politically correct are
Also included in the case folders not thinking of it in those [political]
was a copy of the procedure the terms," she stated. Klein stressed
Davidson panel developed and used maintaining religious studies as a
in the case. Davidson and Lee both legitimate academic department and
said in the November 30 article that feels that this requires a cross-culno such procedure existed previous tural approach.
to the June investigation.
Frank Schubert, lecturer in the
The procedure stated that "the religious studies department, retestimony of no witnesses will be cently expressed concern over the
electronically recorded, nor will a the trend towards politically correct
verbatim record be made."
thinking. Schubert, in an article reThe procedure says,however, that leased in the Rice Sentinel, explained
reports of the hearing will be made to the hazards involved in being "p.c."
the appropriate officials.
"The humanities scholar is now
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—Photos by Barbara Solon
often in a position to be judged as a
scholar by the degree to which he or
she accepts and internalizes the latest policy agenda, including 'correct'
political-thinking on such issues as
feminism, affirmative action and
Third World issues," he wrote.
Schubert explains that imposing
politically correct thinking leaves
"little toleration for thoughtful criti-

cism, even less for deliberate resistance, and, in the extreme, no place
remaining for even loyal opposition."
He concludes his article emphasizing the need for "opening the
minds of the students" and "trusting
them to think, and subsequently to
act for themselves."
This goal is shared by everyone in
the department, said Klein.

Rupp denies candidacy
President George Rupp is likely
to be on the "short list" of six to ten
candidates for the Harvard presidency, according to a report expected
to be published in today's Harvard
Crimson, the school's daily student
newspaper.
In a statement issued through his
secretary, Rupp denied he was a
candidate for the Harvard position.
"As I have stated repeatedly, I am not
a candidate for the presidency of
Harvard or any other position," he
said. "I am fully engaged in working
with my colleagues to make Rice an
even better university, and I have
every intention of continuing to do so
for the foreseeable future."
Joe Palmore, managing editor of
the Crimson, said he viewed Rupp as
the "leading outside candidate" for

the job. He said all he knew was from
what Crimson reporters had written
and told him and added, "I'm just
speculating. It's just kind of my own
analysis."
In the past ten days three Crimson
editors or reporters have told the
Thresher that much secrecy now envelopes the hunt for a new Harvard
president Sources within the administration and faculty who are
usually knowledgeable about the
university's internal politics have
been told little about the search, the
Crimson staffers said.
The new president will replace
Derek Bok, whose tenure began in
1970. On May 29 last year Bok announced his resignation effective this
June.
-Kurt Moeller
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Halberstam switches subject to Iraq
by Ryan Koopmans
Pulitzer Prize winning journalist
David Halberstam lectured to the
filled RMC Grand Hall Wednesday
night about issues facing the nation.
Halberstam's planned topic was
"America in the 21st Century," but
he decided to concentrate on events
surrounding the war in the Middle
East "I can't address the next century without talking about today,"
Halberstam said, explaining his
change of topic.
Halberstam said he felt "uneasy
with the course of the war," and predicted that it will be a more difficult
fight than is anticipated. He said he
believed that Saddam Hussein is
holding back his forces for a "painful
land war." Halberstam said while victory is possible in the gulf, it will be
hard to define. "If you win, what is
winning?" Halberstam questioned.
Halberstam urged caution in our
efforts in Iraq. He said he was unsettled by the euphoria of the past
week, but recognized the deflation of
the media's optimism Halberstam
expressed regret that diplomacy was
not utilized to the full extent, even
though he admitted "It probably
wouldn't have worked."
"It is hard to think of a comparably difficult call for President Bush,"
Halberstam remarked. He said that
President Bush seems to be deluded
about the true lesson of Vietnam and
fears that current policy was not tern
pered by the Vietnam experience.
Halberstam was a reporter in the
Vietnam war and was noted for his
skepticism about official reports.
Halberstam cited Bush's remark
that we will not fight this war "with
one hand tied behind our back," referring to the belief that Vietnam was
lost in part because the United States
did not dedicate enough troops.
Halberstam pointed out that half a
million of the U.S.'s best troops were
deployed in the region. He believes
the real reason for the U.S.'s failure
was that the army was "impaled upon
an alien political system."
Although President Bush has said
that this will not be a drawn-out conflict, Halberstam disagreed. "I can
assure you that the architects of [the
Vietnam conflict] did not think it
would be a long war." He argued that
the current phase of the war was
most suited to emphasize the U.S.'s

technological superiority because it
was "electron versus electron and
chip versus chip."
"At this moment we have almost
more coverage than we have war,"
Halberstam said. He stressed the
dangersofblanketcoverage because
it presents the war as "Iraq: The
Movie." According to Halberstam,
"Television is the main circulatory
instrument of communication" which
lends itself too much to manipulation.
He criticized TV journalism, complaining that often a bad story with
goodfilmwill preempt a more impor-

will continue to grow less competitive in the changing international
economy.
"The most important thing about
the Japanese challenge is that it
changes the definition of economic
power," Halberstam said. Economic
strength used to be based on the size
and resources of a country but now is
based on "the maximization of the
human brain." He pointed out that
"work now demands education, even
in a factory," and that unskilled jobs
are moving to less developed countries.
Due to the revolutionary changes

Halberstam visits with an eager audience following his lecture.

tant story without afilm.Halberstam
was dismayed that the former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff William Crowe was only given a few
seconds of air time to present his
"dove-ish" views.
"We're willing to sacrifice our lives
but not willing to sacrifice at the gas
pump," Halberstam said. He called
for raising the gasoline tax by one
dollar both to pay for the costs of the
war and to reduce budget deficits.
"We have failed to come to terms
with reality," he said.
In addressing other pressing issues, Halberstam said the main challenge facing the country is improving our educational standards.
"The index of national security
will be the quality of our high school
graduates." Although President Bush
desires to be the "education president," Halberstam argued that until
Bush links the need for better education to economic realities, the U.S.

in Eastern Europe and the emergence
of a economically powerful East Asia,
Halberstam stressed America's need
to remain competitive. "Nothing lasts
forever... the American hegemony is
over."
In assessing the current state of
the nation, Halberstam gave the
country good marks in agriculture,
venture capitalism, higher education,
and even our political system, which
he describes as "clumsy and slow,
but not unpragmatic." In
Halberstam's eyes, America's biggest
failure is the poor state of American
public education.
Halberstam lectured for one hour
and then addressed a series of
questions afterward. Following the
lecture, he appeared on ABC's
Nightline program to discuss the role
of the media in the current crisis.
President Rupp characterized
Halberstam's remarks as "sober, yet
provocative."
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Write a short blurb.
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standing.
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Read organization's
(e.g. RPC's) Constitution.
Have petition signed.

Return your petition
to SA office.
First-come
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(3:00 p.m. deadline.)
Sign release for
Registrar.
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Election day!
Polls open
11:30-12:45,
5:30-6:45.

Positions open:
SA President
SA Internal VP
SA External VP
SA Secretary
SA Treasurer
Univ. Council (2)

RPC President
RPC Internal VP
RPC External VP
RPC Secretary
RPC Treasurer
Thresher Editor (s)

RSVP Chairperson
RSVP Internal Vice Chair
RSVP External Vice Chair
RSVP Secretary
RSVP Treasurer
Campanile Fiditor (s)

Honor Council Sophomore (3)
Honor Council Junior (3)
Honor Council Senior (4)
Univ. Court Sophomore (2)
Univ. Court Junior (2)
Univ. Court Senior (2)
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DOE rules on federal
minority scholarships
and beyond regular funding for
scholarships."
The initial wording of the new
The United States Department policy would require eliminating
of Education's civil rights office, merit-based minority scholarships
in an attempt to attack minority completely/Personally, I do not
discrimination in education, an- think itwill getthatfar," said Clack.
nounced that universities which "Mr. Williams spoke without goreceive federal funding are pro- ing through anyone at the White
hibited from giving scholarships House."
based on merit which are desigEliminating race-based scholnated for minority students only. arships would not conflict with
The highly controversial policy the need-blind admissions policy
met with immediate protests from of Rice, however, according to
minority coalitions and universi- Stabell. Financial aid is extended
ties nationwide.
to all Rice students in need reThe announcement, made by gardless of racial considerations.
Assistant Secretary of Education
Eliminating race-based scholfor Civil Rights Michael L Wil- arships is part of a broad strategy
liams, who is black, marked a to address discrimination in coldrastic change in policy which lege admissions andfinancialaid,
could severely limit the ability of racial harassment on campuses,
educational institutions to recruit sex
discrimination
in
minority students.
intercollegiate athletics and other
"Scholarship programs [spe- primary and secondary school iscifically for minorities] help people sues, according to an article from
get beyond the idea that they the Chronicle of Higher Educacannot go to college because there tion. However, any merits of the
are no funds," said Cathy Clack, plan have been overshadowed by
d irector of minority affairs at Rice. the major controversy surroundRice does receive federal ing scholarhips.
funding in the formofgrants,loans
"I do not see the issue as conand work study programs which troversial," said Clack. "What they
benefit all students.
do is equalize scholarship funds.
According to Assistant to the Students at Rice are not shortPresident Carl MacDowell, changed; it send s out a strong and
scholarships for minorities are positive message that we want to
primarily privately funded. The maintain diversity at this instituuniversity has a minority scholar- tion."
ship fund and actively recruits
Stabell voiced a similar opinprivatecontributions, Cathy Clack ion. "(Funding minority scholarsaid. Dean ofAdmissions Richard ships] is a wonderful statement of
Stabell estimates that 15 percent commitment by the university,"
of the scholarships offered per he said.
class are designated for minority
Clack doubts that the policy
students.
will go into effect as announced
"We have gotten outside and questions the number of infunding for those scholarships," stitutions that would actually
explained Clack. "They are above support such draconian change.
by Amy Keener

Student Association Business
The Student Association Senate metMonday, January 21,1991, in the
Hanszen College Loft. The following items were discussed:
The SA Book Co-op was a success and thanks go to everyone who
participated. Within the next week, those who participated will
receive details on which books did or did not sell.
The Telephone Privatization Committee presented research which
makes telephone privatization a difficult reality for Rice. The main
school with which there is an available comparison is Southwestern
University, which presently has telephone privatization. However,
many Southwestern students have recently been expressing a great
deal of dissatisfaction with the poor quality and lack of options (such
as call waiting) with their present system.
Campus Watch Awareness Week will be next week, January 28 to
February 1. Over the past semester there has been a great deal of
burglary from rooms and cars. Remember, prevention is the key.
Also, much of the promised lighting around campus should be
installed by March.
The Faculty Recruitment Committee hopes to involve students in
the faculty selection process. The faculty has been very receptive to
the idea of having a pool of students from which randomly selected
volunteers would talk to possible professors about Rice life and the
college system.
The Food Committee will soon make its decision concerning the
cost and development of next year's food plans. A meeting will be
called soon to talk about any problems students may have had with
the present meal plans.
The Alcohol Policy is a very important issue and will be discussed
at each individual college. However, a statement in support of the
Campus Police enforcing the policy will be circulating each college in
the form of petition. Read or reread the Alcohol Policy to understand
the campus's policy, and attend your college meeting.
University-wide Elections will be on February 19. Check your
college for detailed posters outlining rules and regulations concerning running for the offices which will also be listed on the posters.
Petitions are due Feb. 5, and the presidential debate will be on
Tuesday, February 12. Please call the SA office if you have any
questions (527-4079).
The next SA meeting will be Monday night, January 28, at Jones
College. All students are welcome to attend.
—compiled

by Jonathan

Briggs
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Scholarships for
Rice students

night) in the Kyle Morrow Room on
the third floor of Fondren Library at
4:00 p.m.

Wiess College sophomore John
Ma, Wiess senior Robert M. Anderson and Sid Richardson senior Beth
Lonvick received Interfaith Chartiy
scholarships offered by the Knights
of Columbus and B'nai B'rith. Fifteen local students received awards.

Who's in Who's Who

Bernstein to speak
Friday in Fondren
Richard J. Bernstein from the
Department of Philosophy will speak
on "An Allegory of Modernity and
Postmodernity: Derrida and
Habermas" Friday, January 25 (to-

Sixty-two Rice University students, representing all eight colleges
and includingfivegraduate students,
have been selected to appear in the
1991 edition of Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and
Colleges. The recipients were selected
by a committee of Rice administrators, faculty and students based on
scholarship, service and leadership.
Certificates will be awarded to the
juniors and seniors through the colleges and to the graduates through

the Office of Graduate Programs next
spring.
The Office of Student Activities
has a list of names.

contact Pam Hughes (202) 331-0066.

The 1991 National Young Feminist Conference will be held in Adron,
Ohio February 1-3 for high school
and college students. This is the first
national feminist conference dedicated exclusively to young people
was organized in response to the
1990 Supreme Court decision Ohio vs.
Adron Center for Reproductive Health
which limited a young woman's right
to abortion. For more information,

Jameson Fellowship for American
Decorative Arts must be submitted
to the Office of the Vice President for
Undergraduate Affairs by February
22. The fellowship and includes a
$7300 stipend and an internship with
the Bayou Bend Collection of the
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. For
more information contact Professor
William Camffeld, X3472.

Art scholarship
applications due
First young feminists within month
Applications for the 1991-1992
conference planned

Committee to review mana major
by Heidi Huettner
The Stokes Committee, an ad hoc
review committee examining the
managerial studies major, has outlined three proposals for changing
the structure of the current academic
program.
These proposals were: 1) a massive expansion of the managerial
studies program, 2) revision of the
program, with a new stipulation that
it be offered in the future only as one
a co-major, and 3) the abolition of the
entire area major.
The undergraduate curriculum
committee in a closed meeting Friday, January 11 told Pomerantz that
it would be amenable to positioning
the major as a second major only,
according to Pomerantz, Stephen
Klineberg, chair of the committee,
and Stephen Zeff, director of the
managerial studies program.
Zeff realizes the urgent need for
change in the curriculum requirements and admits many shortcomings in the current degree specifications. "I think we've got to establish
more coherence to the major and
make sure that the courses are of an
acceptable quality."
Pomerantz agreed that currently
ihe major is below Rice standards,
but also warned against completely
restructuring the program. "The goal
is to avoid anything drastic, but to
bring the major into line with other
Rice majors...Option2 recommends
that the worst courses be dropped
from the managerial studies major

Store holds recycled
paper sale
The administrative store is having a recycled paper sale January 15
through January 31. The sale will
include legal pads,fillerpaper, single
and double subject wire notebooks,
steno books and correspondence
paper. To order ahead, call X2888.
The store is located behind the cam
pus police station.

and that some new and very important lum committee and it was rejected."
classes be added."
Zeff suggested that he would like
T o get a degree from Rice you to see the other half of a mana double
need a kind of depth in a discipline major be restricted to economics,
that managerial studies can't pro- political science, psychology, or sovide," said Klineberg, echoing the ciology, noting, "Of the 80 percent of
sentiments of other committee mana double majors, half of them
come from one of those four fields."
members.
Zeff attributed the problems of
According to Pomerantz the marestructuring the major to difficul- jor would still require ten courses,
HBSA, one of the nation's oldest
ties with adequate funding and staffECON211 Principles of Economand largest manufacturers of wood
ing. "That [ensuringquality] hasbeen ics I
very difficult to do, due to the lack of
ECON212 Principles of Econom- and metal retail storefixturing,etc, is
offering $17,500 in prizes in
financial support [from the univer- ics II

ECON 448 Corporation Finance
ACCO 305 Introduction to Accounting
STAT 280 Elementary Applied
Statistics
MASC 376 Introduction to Management Science
PSYC 231 Industrial and Organizational Psychology
plus one of the following:
ECON 370 Microeconomic
Theory
ACCO 406 Management Accounting
ACCO 411 Asset Accounting
An additional requirement may

Rice University Semester Abroad
CHILE - FALL 1991
Vina del Mar, Chile, July 24 - Dec. 15*, 1991
Program Fee: $6,100.00
Language and Upper Division Humanities Courses
Courses are open for credit to Rice students and students from other
recognized colleges and universties. For application forms and further
information, contact Dr. M.T. Leal, Director, Rice University, Dept. of
Spanish, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, TX 77251/(713)527-8101 X3238.
Deadline for application: April 1, 1991.
•Dates may vary by a few days.
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Success

GSA to hold
book exchange
The Graduate Student Association book exchange requests that
anyone wanting to sell a book submit
a notice to Joesph Elias at the EE
Department or call X2329. The notice should contain author, title, applicable course, minimum price (and
if that is flexible) and a phone number. A compiled list will be postedin
public places.

Vegetarian group to
meet Wednesday

Contest opens for
Archi students

The Houston Vegetarian Society
will hold its monthly meeting on
Wednesday, January 30 at 6:30 p.m.
at A Moveable Feast restaurant at
2202 West Alabama. Admission for
dinner is $10. For reservations call
952-5024.

include a course "that hasn't fully
taken shape yet," according to Pomerantz, but which focuses on the
legal environment of business.
To round out the curriculum, the
committee may specify a writing
course, but Pomerantz was not sure
about its inclusion orpossible format
CHANGES from the current major include:
1)COMP 100 would not be offered for credit (throughout the university, potentially affecting other
majors as well as mana majors), and
would possibly be offered in a minicourse by Information Systems.
2) PSYC 101 would be dropped
from the mana curriculum, but PSYC
231 (for which PSYC 101 is a prerequisite) would be required.
3) STAT 280, currently required,
would be upgraded (Pomerantz said,
"We're all hoping that the statistics
department will be able to hire another faculty member to teach the
course.").
4) PO LI 209/210would "probably

be switched for another course that
hasn't fully taken shape yet," according to Pomerantz. "It would be better
for the students to have a course on
the legal environment of business
instead of209/210's Law and Society
emphasis."
5) ECON 212, Introduction to
Macroeconomic Theory, would be
added.
"Both the Stokes committee and
the undergraduate curriculum com
mittee examined the question of
whether the intellectual substance
and rigor of the major was on a par
with other majors at Rice, not necessarily the way it's taught now, because there certainly are problems,
but in principle. Both committees
answered affirmatively," explained
Pomerantz.
He added, "That's important because in the opinion of many people
at Rice, that view is not shared
universally... I think the committees
are saying that that view is not correct."

'/ think we've got to establish more coherence
to the major and make sure that the courses
are of an acceptable quality.'
-Stephen Zeff
sity]."
He added, "There are several
courses that are too large...We depend on part-time staffing even in
courses at the advanced level, and
it's not clear that all the courses meet
the objective of the major."
This apparent tradeoff between
depth and breadth in an area major
like managerial studies is why Zeff
says he favors the tentative proposal.
"TTiree or four years ago the steering
committee of managerial studies
recommended the same idea [that
mana be a part of a double major
only] to the undergraduate curricu-

DesignQuest '91, open to all students
enrolled in architecture, design, industrial design, store planning and
visual merchandising courses.
Contestants will design a freestanding merchandising fixture for
housing and displaying retail merchandise, using metal or wood materials.
Entries must be received at the
HBSA Showroom, 860 Broadway,
NY, NY by Feb. 28,1991.

American General Corporation will be
interviewing on campus at Rice University
on February 12,1991. American General is
a nationwide insurance-based diversified
financial services company with over 20,000
employees, organized in a multi-company
structure.
We have career opportunities available for
Internal Consultants who work with all levels
of management to develop, maintain and
improve the Company's business management systems. If you have an MBA, 3-5
years' experience in Consulting, Accounting, or Industrial Engineering, and believe
"there is always a better way", we would like
to visit with you.
If you are unable to schedule an interview
with us, please forward your resume via
kiNexus by calling 1-800-828-0422. We are
an equal opportunity employer.

American General Corporation •
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SPORTS
Swimmers enjoyed
competitive weekend

by Gus Attwell
The men's and women's swim
teams had their hands full this past
weekend, each participating in three
dual meets against American, George
Washington, and William and Mary
universities. Although there were
many fine individual performances,
the men's team lost all three, 137-74
to American, 106-87 to GWU, and
178-56 to William and Mary. The
women blew away GWU 158-151, but
were upset by American, 123-119,
and William and Mary, 129-113.
Despite the losses, due mainly to
the small number of swimmers and
divers, Rice's men achieved several
individual victories. Freshman Kurt
Wagner paced the team against
American, taking first place in the
100m and 200m freestyle. Against
GWU, there was little to cheer about,
although Wagner (50m freestyle),
junior Ule Ninneman (100m
f r e e s t y l e ) , and freshman Steve
Thompson (200m breaststroke) all
finished second in their events.
Against William and Mary, the team's
small size continued to handicap Rice.
Still, freshman Sean Foster swam an
impressive 100m butterfly (55.01
seconds) to take first Thompson
g shined in the 100m backstroke, wind i n g the event with his best time of
«! the year, 56.80.
i
Evenda Barnes moves toward the basket in last week's game against Texas Tech.

Women's B-ball wants Jungle Gym, too
by Ali Uberecken
Okay, everybody! You all were
great for the UT game. In fact, your
support led to a near victory. However, since then the Rice Women's
BasketballTeam has had a hard time
getting psyched up for their games.
Coach Mike Donavant sends out
this cry, "We need you students! We
need a lift!"
So, how about having a Rice rally
for the team on Saturday .January 26,
at 7 p.m. when the Rice Owls play the
Texas Aggies. I've contacted Ken
Dye, the Rice band director, hoping
to jazz up the Saturday game. But he
said it's up to you band members
whether or not you will play. Please,
please, perform at this game.
The women's basketball team
played two games this past week.
The first on Saturday against TCU
was disappointing. With only six
minutes to go, Rice led by eightpoints.
That lead dwindled to a single point
with 47 seconds remaining. Those

last 46 seconds were a doozy. TCU
managed to develop a five point lead
before the clock ran out Rice lost 6964.
Although the TCU game was disappointing, it was nothing compared
to the unfairness of the SMU game
Tuesday.
"We had the game won. However,
the game was decided by an outside
influence. This kind ofthing shouldn't
happen in acollege basketballgame."
was all Coach Donavant could say
until he talks to a SWC committee.
Rice did not play very well until
the last ten minutes. With 11 seconds
to go, a SMU player fouled Yolanda
Stiner who made both of her free
throws. Rice led by one. Then, Carol
Gilmore was called for a questionable foul. The SMU player made both
of her shots, putting Rice one behind. Time ran o u t Again, Rice lost
71-70.
"In our minds, we did win," said
Coach Donavant "We did what we
were supposed to do."
On the upside of the game, Lacey

Guinn started for the first time this
year and did a good job of it Also,
Marsha Frese matched her career
scoring high of 20 points.
Again, the team needs the student body's support for both the Saturday g a m e against A&M and
Wednesday's game against Baylor.

The women, too, swam well at
:imes, even though the lack of divers
and a surprisingly deep William and
Mary squad each took a victory away
from them. Against American, Rice
ended up with more swimmers'
points, but their opponents, having
four divers compared to Rice's two,
wound up with more in the totals.
N e v e r t h e l e s s , senior Gretchen
Wasserstrom's victories in the 200m
breaststroke and the 50m freestyle
stood out, as did sophomore Michelle LeBlanc's victories in the 200m
and 500m freestvle.

Owls unable to keep intensity on road
by Peter Howley
The Rice Men's BasketballTeam
dropped two more road conference
games to fall to 6-10 overall and 1-5 in
the conference. They remain in
eighth place in the conference. Poor
foul s h o o t i n g led to a defeat
Wednesday night against SMU, while
twelve Owl turnovers helped Texas
Christian dllfcat Rice Saturday night.
Four Owls scored over ten points
against SMU, and Rice outshot the
Mustangs .536 to .490, but the Owls

still came away four points shy of
victory, 77-73. The difference could
have been eliminated if the Owls had
performed better at the free throw
line, but Rice made only nine of 21
foul shots, while SMU made 23 of 32
attempts.
T h e M u s t a n g s also out-rebounded Rice, a rare happening since
the Owls lead the conference in rebounds. Yet the Owls managed a
balanced attack, with big men Brent
Scott and Kenneth Rourke scoring
twelve and eleven points, respectively, and guards Marvin Moore and

Rice rugby club gigs the Aggies, avenges earlier loss
by Chris O'Neill
The Rice Rugby Club dominated
Texas A&M this past weekend in
College Station. After a tragic fall to
A&M at home last semester, the Rice
club was eager and determined. As
the Rice ruggers took to the field
Saturday with fire in their eyes and
revenge in their hearts, the A&M
side showed signs of panic.
The game began with an enraged
Rice side howling for conquest Inspired by the return of veteran
ruggers Mick Giangeorgi, Steve
Maclennan, and Lance Haines, Rice
would not falter. Shortly into the
game, blood-thirsty Sam Johnson
tackled the A&M flyhalf in his own
try zone. Giangeorgi capitalized and
scored as the ball popped free to give

Rice an early 4-0 lead.
The A&M forwards, now obviously outmatched by the savagery of
the Rice pack, began to pester the
referee on how much time was left in
the half. The Rice forwards once again
capitalized on A&M's weakness, stole
the ball, and fed it out to John "my
finger" Marshall. Marshall, forced to
kick, sent the ball sailing over the
Aggies' bewildered heads. With a
burst of energy, Maclennan dusted
an Aggie fullback helplessly hoping
to recover the balL The ball was recovered by Chris O'Neill for another
Rice try.
Time was running out in the first
half and an 8 0 lead was nothing to
relax about. With Air Dan-Dan
Gargiulo skying over the short and
stumpy Aggies, line-outs meant certain possession for the Rice ruggers.

Against GWU, LeBlanc continued
her dominance, winning the 100m
and 1000m freestyle. Wasserstrom
followed suit, winning the 200m
breaststroke and the 200m individual
medley. These two, along with freshman Karin Crowley, sophomores
Danielle E dm unds and Kristen
Pauley, and senior Mary Roth (all of
whom took first), accounted for most
of the team's easy win.
William and Mary dealt them a
surprising loss, thanks to five newcomers. As Coach Kris Wingenroth
put it, "We were not expecting [it];
we thought that would be the easiest
meet of all of t h e m . . . They had five
new girls that hadn't swum first semester, ... good ones; they snuckup
on us."
Regardless,
LeBlanc
and
Wasserstrom completed an excellent
weekend individually in this meet.
Wasserstrom took first in the 100m
breaststroke, 100m butterfly, and the
50m freestyle, while LeBlanc won
the 500m and 200m freestyle once
again. Freshman Ahsi Lieskovsky
contributed as well with a personal
best 100m backstroke (1:01.77),
which also captured first place.
Although the men's and women's
teams combined for a 1-5 record, the
trip gave them a nice change of pace.
These meets provided the swimmers
with much more motivating competition than the higher-recruited teams
of the SWC. "It was a really good trip
for us because all the teams were
very comparable to us," said Coach
Wingenroth. "I was a little disappointed with the losses,... but I was
very pleased with their spirit and
determination." Another good aspect
of the meets, swimming three days
straight, is the preparation for the
SWC championship, which follows
the same format
Both teams will be back in action
this Saturday against Texas A&M at
the University of Houston, beginning
at 2:00 p.m.

Big men, Chris Hfearn and Ramzi
Nassarplayed like men possessed as
the A&M squad grew timid. Josh
"the Zulu Warrior" Chaffin broke free
with the ball in the final seconds of
the half and ran the distance and
scored to further the Rice lead. Pat
Courtney kicked for an amazing conversion to end the half 14-0.
The second half began and certain
defeat lay heavy in the hearts of the
Aggie fans and "rugby players." The
Rice side, enraged and disgusted by
A&M, was called for a penalty, and
the A&M skirts put three points on
the board.
The Rice ruggers were now motivated to bury A&M even deeper in
the final minutes of the game. In a
play geared towards the dim-witted
Neanderthals of College Station, Jason Hardin steamed towards the try

zone as Pat Courtney scissored behind him to take the ball in for another try and end the game 18-3.
Following the first side victory,
the restless Rice second side team
took the field. Amazed at the skill and
confidence of the Rice seconds, A&M
wisely chose to make substitutions
into their first side line up instead of
pitting a squad of rookies against
Rice.
The Rice seconds played well
against their more experienced opponents and the game ended in a 4-4
tie with a single Rice score by Tod
"still to be Zulued" Hudson.
The Rice Rugby Club wjjl be
playing University of Texas at home
this Saturday. Come out and watch.
We need your support
Chris O'Neill is a member of the
Rice Rugby Football Club.

Dana Hardy leading the team with 17
and 14.
Rice had difficulty stopping any
aspect ofTCU's offense last weekend
in Fort Worth, asTCU forward Allen
Tolley scored 20 points and center
Reggie Smith and guard Albert
Thomas added 18 each. Although
Scott had a big game with 19 points
and Chase Maag continued to shoot
well, sinking three three-pointers,
Moore had a hard time from the
floor, shooting only 11%.
Rice suffered from a poor turnover
ratio as well, making twelve turnovers
and only one steaL They did show
some improvement in foul shooting,
sinking 75% of their foul shots.
The game remained close
throughout the first half, but after
Maag drove from the left baseline to
tie the game with 4:05 to play in the
first half, TCU took the lead for good.
The Owls saw their prospects dim
as the Horned Frogs built their lead
in the second half with an 8-1 burst,
and struggled to catch up until time
ran out with the score 78-68.
Rice faces a Texas A&M team
that shares the bottom of the conference with them with a record of 512 overall and 0-6 in the SWC. Their
main weapon has been Lynn Suber,
who is shooting over 50% from threepoint range.The two teams will face
off at noon tomorrow at Autry Court
The Owls will take on Baylor
Wednesday night at 7:35 p.m. at Autry
Court Baylor is tied for sixth in the
conference and boasts returners
Kelvin Chalmers and David Wesley
as the heart of its squad.
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Super prediction for Giants in the Bowl
by Charles Kuffiner

tthe

Normally at this time of the year,
I'd be writing my annual Super Bowl
Predictions column, an endeavor at
which I have had, to be kind, mixed
success. I did predict the Giants' victory over the Denver Broncos back
in 1987, but being the diehard Giants
fan that I am, this was not all that
difficult After all, I have picked the
Yankees to win the American League
pennant every year since 1973 (hey,
you win some, you lose some). On
the other hand, I also picked the
Patriots to beat the Bears in 1986.
This was less successful, but in all
honesty, I blame it all on my editor
(see, I am a true journalist).
So, as I sit here in the Thresher
office, surrounded by females who
don't even know who's playing (although one of them was thrilled to
hear that Buffalo was involved, because it means that she may get to go
to the game), 1 have to figure out a
way to pick the Giants to win without
thoroughly compromising whatever's left of my objectivity while at
the same time maintaining my sense
of cautious optimism over the recent
events in the Persian Gulf.
You may wonder why a sports
column, surely the fluffiest part of
any newspaper next to the op-ed
pages, might want to talk about
something as serious as warfare.
Well, I had heard nasty rumors, since
dispelled, that the Super Bowl may
not have taken place this year due to
the war, partly due to worries about
security in this terroristic age and
partly due to the belief in some
quarters that football is too lighthearted an activity to take place
during such grave times as these.
Well, folks, I'm here to tell you
(insert meaningful pause here) that
the Super Bowl is exactly the sort of
thing that we all need during these
grave times. Everyone, even Dan

Rather, needs a distraction from time
to time. The war won't end any sooner
if we all worry about it continually.
Neither will the tide of this war turn
suddenly in favor of the Iraqis if we
all take our minds off of it for a few
hours, life, such as it is, goes on. I
know that I'm being awfully flip here,
but my point is that while I do care
intensely about what's going on out
there, I need to maintain my own
sense of balance.
0 K, enough of this serious stuff. I
do in fact believe that the Giants will
win this Super Bowl, although I believe it will be a close game, something like 21-17. This year's edition
certainly offers an interesting
matchup between the power game of
the Giants and the razzle dazzle of
the Bills. The Bills have proven that
they are a very strong team, dispelling any doubts with their total dis-

embowelment of a tough Raiders
team last week. They clicked on all
phases, scoring seven touchdowns
and intercepting six passes. Furthermore, they have also proven that
they can beat the Giants, having
topped them in the Meadowlands
earlier in the season. Looks good on
'paper, no?
However, I believe that the Giants
are a better team now than they were
then. I also believe that the key to
winning any one football game is
defense, and the Giants are as good
as they come at defense. Just look at
what they did to the 49ers, not exactly
a mediocre offensive unit It says here
that Bill Parcells will have a few tricks
up his sleeve and that his minions
will turn this contest into his kind of
game, and no one beats him at that.
Answer to trivia Question #13: It
should come as no shock to learn
that Shoeless Joe Jackson led all
hitters in the 1919 World Series with
a .375 average. Not bad for a guy who
was throwing the Series.
Trivia Question #14: Of the 18
teams that have competed in the Super Bowl (not counting first-timer
Buffalo),what six are undefeated?

theless, the young men from Wiess
would have surely recovered somewhat by 3:00.
Well, the fact of the matter is that
Tiny Bubbles scored their first goal
within the first thirty seconds of the
game, providing an instant hangover
cure which, in the opinion of this
reporter should be patented by a
major chemical company. For the
rest of the half, neither side was able
to score due to strong defensive efforts from both teams and excellent
play by Mike Grubbs, Baker's experienced goalie.
However, Yer Box Stinks faced a

by Ozgur Bayazitoglu
This Sunday, as a miserable cold
front entered Houston, a small group
of dogmatic intramural soccer players battled for the championship title.
Yer Box Stinks, mostly comprised
of Wiessmen, entered the game following a rough, sleepless Saturday
night at a party at a certain location
this reporter is not free to mention.
The Baker boys, also known as Tiny
Bubbles, seemed rather well rested.
Saturdays at Baker have been quite
boring for the past few years. Never-
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For children and adults prior to the race

REFRESHMENTS A N D
POST-RACE PARTY
The awards ceremony immediately, follows
the 15K race. T"he grand post-race party features ftxxJ. live M a r d i Gras entertainment,
prize drawings and the bead and d o u b l o o n
loss.

START/FINISH
Si Mary's I lospital. Market Streel at I Inivcr
sii\ l i l v d . Galveston , Texas
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Make checks payable to M a r d i Gras K u n and
send to I ' l l Department. St. Mary's Hospital,
40-4 S: Mary's HKd . Galveston. I X 77550.
N O K l F U N D S For more i n f o r m a t i o n call
(409) 7mi 4204
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( nas awards l o r all finishers.
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score a tying goal midway through
the second half, Tiny Bubbles scored
two goals with five minutes left to
seal the game 3-1.
Congratulations are in order for
Tiny Bubbles, who played a fine
game. Additionally,weallwish Keith
Darby, a Wiessman who played for
Tiny Bubbles, the best of luck as he
begins his duty with the US Marines.

MEN'S BASKETBALL PLAYOFFS
Sigma Epsilon def. Kaladso, 34-31
Wild Thing def. Kitchen Boys, 50-38
Weathermen III def. Ain't Seeing, 111-43
I Touch My Monkey def. S. Jinx, 61-29

SCOREBOARD

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
Monday League
SUCK MY BUTT TOO
FROGS & FRIENDS
KALYANI
VELVEETAS
SON OF SPAM
WE'RE NOT NAMED

W
2
2
1
1
0
0

L
0
0
1
1
2
2

Tuesday League
W
ROCKY MOUNTAIN OYSTERS 2
DIRTY SPIKERS
1
GRAVITY BOOTS II
1
HEADTOHEAD
1
BUMP, SET, MIKE
1
SUCK & BLOW
0

L
0
1
1
1
1
2

Wednesday League
W
DAY At The BEACH
1
MORE THAN YOU CAN CHEW 1
BROKEN LIMBS & DREAMS 1
HAWK, 2 BUDS, & BABES
0
SET'EM UP & KNOCK'EM
0
A TEAM of NICE GUYS
0

L
0
0
0
1
1
1

W
1
1
1
0
o
0

L
0
0
0
1
1
1

RESULTS
Babes def. Benchwarmers, 454
Walk-ons def. Midgets, 5&0
How Much Wood def. Machines, 33-10

KKISK
f-nir\ fee 'III 1-31
1 j l e eniry lee
un lit after 2 1
Family rale

serious problem concerning a lack of
substitutes. Bill Schwarz injured his
arm early in the second half and became the third Box player unable to
contribute.
As the game wore on, Baker's
strategy of frequently substituting
the front line began to take its toll on
the legs of the Box defenders. Although Yer Box Stinks was able to

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
WIDNER-S WALK-ONS
HOW MUCH WOOD
BABES WITH BALLS
FUCKING MIDGETS
MACIA'S MACHINES
NO BENCH WARMERS

OFT I CI Al USI

I n i r \ l e e h i I 31
I .He c m r s lee

The standards seem to be rising for co-ed volleyball.

RESULTS
More Than You def. Hawk, 15-2,15-4
Broken Limbs def. Sefem, 154,15-5
Day at the Beach def. A Team, 15-7,15-9
Frogs & Friends def. Spam, 15-8,15-13
Kalyani def. Not Named, 6-15,15-11,16-14
Suck My Butt def. Velveetas, 15-3,15-8
Rocky Mountain def. Spikers, 15-8,15-1
Bump, Set def. Gravity Boots, 15-10,15-1
Head to Head def. Suck, Blow, 15-3,15-3

REGISTRATION FORM

on or after 2 I
I an: U rale

H

WANKERS?

FIBWKRS 9, \9V

» • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

RACK TIMES
Kids K

O

Bubbles clean out Stinky Box for soccer finals

MS.RDI GRA5 RUN
H
• VI ;i m

H

Dale

WAIVT.R In consideration of rm eniry being accepted. I waive anvand all claims tor mysell my administrators an J nn heirs
against all officials, sponsors and organizations connected vrnh the Mardi (iras Kun lor injurs or illness which may directly
or indirectly result trom participation in I his evcnl I attest lhai I have full know ledge ol the risks invohed in tin cscni .mJ I
am physically fil and sufficiently trained in participate 11ns entry is invalid unlevs signed tn entrant or il under ace I s. K
entrant s parent or guardian

CO-ED VOLLEYWALLBALL
SUCK MY BUTT
ONE LAST FUNG
The FEULGEN REACTION
GO HOME WANKERS
PORK SHREDDED W/BEEF
ANOTHER BRICK
TIPPY'S GOT GASS TOO

W
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

RESULTS
Suck My Butt def. Tippy, 15-2,15-9
One Last def. Pork Shredded, 15-1,15-12
Feulgen def. Another Brick, 15-12, 15-12

Men's Volleyball
Monday League
THAT FAT GIRL'S FAV TEAM
MUPPETS
PITBALLS
WYLD STALLYNSII
COMPUTE SERVERS

W
2
1
1
0
0

L
0
0
0
2
2

Tuesday League
NINJA HANDS OF DEATH
FELLATIO & NAUSEUM
EVIL DUDES FROM HELL
3 QUICK STROKES
The JACKSON NINE

W
2
1
1
0
0

L
0
0
0
2
2

Thursday League
ROTTING FORESKINS
TEAM STEVE
JONES DRUNKS
The SPIKES
RILLIMILLIVANILLI

W
1
1
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
1
1

Friday Competitive League
HEIMLICH MANEUVER
FUDGEPACKERS
FROGS
WE BE
NET CRACKERS
WILD THING II

W
1
1
1
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
1
1
1

RESULTS
Foreskins def. Spikes, 15-13,9-15,15-13
Team Steve def. Rilli Milli, 15-8,15-10
Heimlich def. Net Crackers, 15-3,15-7
Frogs def. We Be, 15-5,15-5
Fudgepackers def. Wild Thing II, Forfeit
Pit Balls def. Wyld Stallyns, 15-3,154
Fat Girl def. Compute Servers, 15-7,15-10
Evil Dudes def. 3 Quick, 6-15,15-7,16-14
Ninja def. Jackson, 15-11,6-15,15-11
INTRAMURAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
• Today's entry deadlines;
Softball men's, women's, co-ed
Women's Tennis singles, doubles
Women's College Badminton
Men's College Racquetball
Men's College Tennis
• Next Friday's entry deadlines:
Men's Badminton Doubles
Men's Wallyball
Ultimate Frisbee
Tennis Mixed Doubles
Domino's Team Tennis
•Slam Dunk Contest tomorrow at the
halftime of the men's basketball game.
• Schick Super Hoops Tournament is on
Sunday, January 27th.
•Everyone interested in officiating
intermural Softball please attend a
meeting in gym classroom "A" on
Wednesday at 4:30.
For more info call Lisa at 527-4058.
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Theater's King Lear is swift but stunnin
BYCHEPE LOCKETT

M

ain Street Theater
continues to tackle
Shakespearean tragedy with
this season's production of
King Lear. The language is
well-delivered, the acting
well done, and the show a
success, though its combined
length and speed may bother
s o m e viewers.
Shakespeare's greatest and
deepest tragedy should
require little summary

in-the-round could contain a
work of Leaf s power and scope,
but director Rebecca Greene
Udden's staging succeeds
admirably. The opening court
scene which begins all Lear's
troubles seemed somewhat
stilted, but the action soon
settled into a swift and absorbing
pace. The infamous ending is
just as affecting as on larger
stages, if not more so.
Main Street's production is
long (three hours, including
two intermissions), and the
actors speak notably swiftly
just to compact the entire
script into that space. At

James Gale's shaved head serves to
lend him both imposing presence as
the reigning monarch and pitiful vulnerability as deposed madman.
(particularly for hapless HUMA
students): the elderly British
monarch of the title decides to
divide his kingdom among his
three daughters based on how
well they describe their love for
him. In so doing, he exiles his
one true child and leaves himself
to the mercy of the other two
oratorically gifted but utterly
merciless daughters. These
two conspire to strip Lear of
all rank and power, and finally
reduce him to a feeble, insane
old man lost in the wilderness.
The former king's allies
attempt a rescue, only to be
utterly crushed by the evil
forces, which only fall finally
through rivalry among themselves.
At first I wondered how
Main Street's small theater-

times I wished Udden had
chosen to cut a few lines to leave
time for the actors to mull over
their speeches more. But if you
know the play, or feel comfortable with undiluted and speedy
iambic pentameter, you should
have little difficulty. The acting
and staging is well done: it was
only the speed I occasionally
disagreed with.
James Gale continues his
assault on Shakespeare's
mightiest roles (as with his
successful Hamlet last year) as
King Lear himself. His shaved
head serves to lend him both
imposing presence as the
reigning monarch and pitiful
vulnerability as deposed madman, and his acting supports his
appearance admirably. Nancy
Sherrard (Goneril) and Patti Bean

Timothy Arrington and James Gale star in Main Street Theater's production of King Lear.

(Regan) give the proper waspish,
arrogant yet seductive air to
Lear's evil daughters. Penny
Alfrey (Cordelia) continues her
string of Main Street successes
as Lear's only truly loving
daughter, in a portrayal of both
strength and tenderness. And
Steve Garfinkel (Fool) gives an
interesting interpretation of
Lear's bitter and loving
companion — his affecting final
moments on stage intensify
both Lear's and the audience's

Buffalo Tom stampedes
into Axiom next week
BY JILL SALAMON

B

'uffalo Tom. I took an
informal poll among my friends
and not one of them had the
slightest idea who this poppyend-of-post-punk-white-collegiate-traditional-rock band was.
I had never heard of them
either but all in a single day I
not only found out who they
were but listened to their new
album birdbrain in full and
talked personally to their
bassist Chris Colbourn on the
phone.
Buffalo Tom is a group that

hut slow to take action—though
strong and forbidding in the last
scene. David Folwell (Oswald)
made his small part a memorable one with his pouting,
opportunistic steward.
Kathleen Jircik again makes
spartan sets a virtue with her
Stonehenge-like monoliths and
rustic throne, and Franklin
Hollenbeck's costumes reinforce the Bronze Age feel
(though the soldier's armor
and swords look quite Roman).
Susan Diane Koontz's lighting
design portrays both gloomy
storm and sunny Dover Beach
convincingly, and Anders
Johansson's sound design,
with original music, gave an
affecting extra touch to the
monarch's slow decay.
King Lear, by William
Shakespeare, plays at 8 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday
and at 4 p.m Sunday at Main
Street Theater in the Rice
University Village. Tickets
range from $12-518 (Sundays
cheapest), w i t h student
discounts available. For
information, call 5 2 4 - 6 7 0 6 .

Love, war and music
create dramatic opera

birdbrain mostly

consists of heavy,
healthy guitar
contrasted with a
clear, if not altogether clean, vocal. The sound is
real and almost
earthy.
formed at the University of
Massachussetts at Amherst in
1986. The three guys that
make up'the band kept on
seeing each other at the same
shows and finally decided to
start a band of their own.
The formation was not so
taxing a job; as Colbourn told
me, "Music comes really
easily to all of us."
While still at Amherst, they
enlisted they help of J. Mascis
of Dinosaur Jr. fame to help
with production.
"J. is really hands-off.
Some people think that he's too

anguish.
Timothy Arrington
(Gloucester), a visiting m e m b e r
of Actors Equity (the professional actors' union) is a fine
counterpart to Gale's Lear as the
lead character of Shakespeare's
subplot. But the fine caliber of
Main Street's own professionals
appears in comparison —
Arrington melds smoothly
with the ensemble, without
"showing up" any of his stage
companions. Rodney
Walsworth (Edmund) and Kent
Johnson (Edgar) are particularly to be complimented as
Gloucester's two sons, one
for oily slyness and the other
for his well-done mad scenes.
Steve Riley (Kent) was
somewhat mild as Lear's
rejected yet devoted servant,
particularly w h e n imprisoned
in the stocks, but stood
firmly amidst the chaos of the
last scene. Mark McGriff
(Cornwall) and John Guerra
(Albany) make a fine contrasting pair of husbands to
Lear's daughters, one evil and
swift, the other good-hearted

BY LUCIANA BARROSO

I

Buffalo Tom band members will pay at the Axiom next week.

laid back but there's really not
just one way to do a performance," Colbourn said.
The band moved to Boston
as soon as everyone graduated. Boston houses an enormous number of college students
and there is a lot of opportunity
to get together and play.
In Boston they have the ideal

audience. Colbourn describes
their music as "really traditional. We're songwriters but not
in the revolutionary sense.
Maybe we bash a little harder,
though... Our music is nothingreally new, it's just the kind
of sound we grew up with."
The kind of sound they grew
SEE BUFFALO, PAGE 14

Ln a beautiful production, the
Houston Grand Opera has
premiered The Passion of
Jonathan Wade, a work that
analyzes a soldiers conflicts with
his conscience over the acts of
war. Though unplanned, the
similarities between the opera's
theme and current events
emphasize the dramatic impact
of the work.
The opera opens in Columbia,
South Carolina in 1865. The
Civil War is over, and Reconstruction is about to begin.
Colonel Jonathan Wade
(baritone Dale Duesing), the
commander of the occupation
forces, arrives in Columbia and
is greeted by the local judge,
Gibbes Townsend (bass-baritone
Julian Patrick), who invites
Wade to dinner as a measure of

good will. The judge's daughter,
Celia (soprano Sheryl Woods), at
first resents the arrival of Wade,
but, as the two people come to
know one another, they fall in
love.
Their happiness is cut short
as extremists from both sides
escalate racial tensions. The
arrival of Enoch Pratt (tenor
John Duykers) as the head of
the Freedman's Bureau
further complicates matters.
As the commander of the
occupation forces, Wade is
required to carry out increasingly harsh edicts against the
southern population, including
Judge Townsend, who blames
Wade for this action.
Despite the judge's feelings,
Celia and Jonathan get married,
their only true friend after this
fea.t being Nicey (mezzo-soprano
Debria Brown), the Townsends'
long-time maid.
With the passage of time,
SEE OPERA, PAGE 15
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Qibson closes in on
HAMLET
DIRECTED BY F R A N C O ZEFFIRELLI

"To be or not to be." That is
the question everyone is asking

by his Uncle Claudius. Claudius
marries Hamlet's mother, Queen
Gertrude. The ghost of Hamlet's
father, the late King of Denmark
comes back and tells Hamlet
this information, asking him to

This is a stoiy of good and evil, but
it's a Shakespearean tragedy so
there is no happy ending, but I'm
told that Warner Brothers wanted to
have Hamlet ride off into the sunset
with Julia Roberts.

Hamlet (Mel Gibson) stares in disbelief at his father's ghost in the Shakespeare classic: Hamlet.

Alice's wonderland

about Mel Gibson in Franco
Zeffirelli's film of Hamlet. The
answer is a strong "To Be." Let's
clear the air, shall we? Gibson's
acting career is not solely the
Lethal Weapon and Mad Max
films. There were his beautiful
performances in Peter Weir's
Gallipoli and The Year of Living
Dangerously, two seldom
mentioned and underrated films.
Mel, do what you want, but
don't do Bird On A Wire 2,
please.
The story of Hamlet is
simple. Hamlet's father is killed

revenge his killer. Fun stuff,
right? Right! This is a story of
good and evil, but it's a
Shakespearean tragedy, so there
is no happy ending, but I'm told
that Warner Brothers wanted to
have Hamlet ride off in the
sunset with Julia Roberts,
setting the stage for Pretty
Woman Has A Flatliner. No,
Hollywood is not so stupid as to
rewrite Shakespeare. But director
Franco Zeffirelli has the good
sense to shorten and rearrange
the text, making it more
accessible to most viewers.

gets wild, wacky,
Woody, and fun
ALICE

D I R E C T E D BY W O O D Y A L L E N

A rich husband, lovely
children, and all the spending
money she could ask for. These
are the elements of Alice's
existence. Her life is perfect,
except for some back pain which
her trainer can't relieve and her
doctor can't find. So she visits an
acupuncturist in Manhattan's
Chinatown district-who pre-

Woody Allen had a long
hiatus from comedy. He forced
his audience to endure his
attempts at Ingmar Bergman's
profundity (September, Another
Woman) and meshed the serious
and comedic with startling effect
in Crimes and Misdemeanors .
But his only recent all-out
comedy was his Oedipus Wrecks
segment from New York Stories.
Nearly two years later he has
delivered the goods and it was

Alice has all the romance of Hannah
and Her Sisters, the cleverness of
the Purple Rose of Cairo and the

comedy of Sleeper all rolled into
one. If Annie Mall had been directed

by George Lucas, it would have been
Alice.

Alice's heart. Cybill Shepherd
proves that she can do subtle
acting with light comic touches.
She keeps an eye on her watch
every time she talks to Alice.
Alec Baldwin proves once again
that he's the actor to watch in
the nineties (for all of you Ghost
fans, he does it better than
Patrick Swayze), and Keye Luke
turns in a wonderful performance as the acupuncturist who
gets this whole adventure
started. But it is Bernadette
Peters who nearly walks away
with the movie as a Muse who
truly understands why male
professors teach continuing
education courses.
As always, Mia Farrow is
charming. She even manages to
be sexy, thanks to some great
costumes by Jeffrey Kurland and
Carlo Di Palma's lighting and
photography. This is her second
strongest role to date, the first
being Tina in Broadway Danny
Rose.
The only weakness in this
film is the ending which feels
rushed and incomplete. Still
Alice is a lot of fun. In this age of
cookie-Cutter movies, Alice is
the thinking man's Pretty
Woman.—by L. Evan Spiegler

almost worth the wait. Alice has
scribes medicinal herbs. They
the romance of Hannah and Her
not only have an affect on her
Sisters, the cleverness of The
but everyone around her. No,
Purple Rose of Cairo and the
this is not a Disney or Spielberg
comedy of Sleeper all rolled into
movie. It's Alice, the newest
one. If Annie Hall were made by
film from everyone's favorite
George Lucas, it would have
nebbish, Woody Allen. It is a
been Alice.
fantasy film of sorts that has
Allen working once again in
The supporting cast is great.
comedy, where he got his start
Joe Mantegna is wonderful as the
and scored his most success.
saxophone player who captures
Woody, welcome
back!
This time
around Mia Farrow
is the Woody Allen
character, a blonde
haired, neurotic
Catholic. Her
husband is played
by William Hurt
(who has mastered
the role of a boring
husband, i.e. The
Accidental Tourist), a man who
inherited his
wealth and general
disposition. He's a
cold fish who
contrasts Farrow's
frantic way of life.
When she takes the
herbs she goes over
the top. I don't
want to give away
more of the plot
which is so ingeniously written by
Allen. Revealing its
contents would
spoil the experience
Mia Farrow and William Hurt star in Woody Allen's latest comedy, Alice.
of seeing it.

Once Around
ONCE AROUND
DIRECTED BY LASSE HALLSTROM

How many other movies can
proudly display the coveted
"Feel Good Movie Of The New
Year" distinction given by
Playboy Magazine? I'll bet not
too many. The promoters for
Once Around certainly make no
secret of the fact with its chockfilled advertisements of teee-

not

particularly funny scene where
the family sits in the linoleum
kitchen of the Justice of the
Peace, and, plastic dixie cups in
hand, toasts the marriage of Jan's
lover, and his bride, Honey
Beach.
But as the m^vie progressed, a
bothersome choice nagged my
mind that made me ask "more
quirkiness...or bad movie?"
When the entire family cavorts
through the house with a

There is a certain appeal in the
quirkiness and warmth of some of
the scenes...but as the movie
continued I asked myself "more
quirkiness...or a bad movie?"
riffic blurbs from reviewers
across the nation—after all,
they've got Rex Reed behind
them! Rex is also quoted to have
said that the movie Once
Around, directed by Lasse
Hallstrom, will make you "feel
good." Well, we all want to feel
good, don't we?
It didn't make me feel good. I
didn't even feel a little better.
And I tried. The movie might be
classified as a romantic comedy.
It tells the story of Renata Bella,
the last unmarried daughter of
her traditional Italian-American
family, played by Holly Hunter
and her romance and eventual
marriage with Sam Sharp, a
flamboyant, obnoxious and
Lithuanian salesman, played by
Richard Drey fuss.
The movie focuses upon the
problems of Renata's family
with accepting Sam into the
family circle.,
Danny Aiello and Gena
Rowlands play Renata's protective parents. Jan, Renata's older
sister, whose wedding is the
starting point of the movie, is
played by Laura San Giocomo.
This movie is not one you see
everyday. It has some extremely
original scenes. There is a
certain appeal in the quirkiness
and warmth of some of the
scenes, including the scene
where Renata's parents totter
around on ice skates, or the

Lithuanian belly dancer, when
the family joins hands as Sam
sings a folk tribute to his
mother, when Sam uses Renata's
pregnant body as a screen for
home movies, I kept asking,
"more quirkiness...or bad
movie?"
I might have enjoyed some of
the whimsical scenes more if
they had either been given a
satiric edge, or been driven by
some serious connecting themes.
Instead they sink in the soupy,
runny emotion that floods the
screen near the second hour.
There isn't any real tension in
the first half of the movie;
everything seems too inexcusably happy between Renata and
Sam. When problems begin to
happen, they seem either
emotionally unsatisfying or just
plain odd. Renata, red and puffy
faced, confronts Sam's destructive effect on her family with
one stilted and heavily accented
line: "You'we teawin' us
apawt!"
One of the major conflicts of
the movie deals with the
baptism of Sam and Renata's
child, which they schedule on a
day that happens to be the first
day of Renata's brother and his
wife's vacation. In these times of
fun fares, the plane tickets are
non-refundable and a major
crisis ensues, which is resolved
with plenty o' hugs and making
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murder

This Hamlet is fresh off the
trail of Kenneth Branaugh's film
of Henry V. It was marked by a
slick style and impeccable
casting. This film is almost
equal. Mel is great, Glenn Close
is pale but good, and Paul
Scofield as the Ghost proves that
Patrick Swayze has no idea how
to play a dead person (Paul and
Alec Baldwin should give him
pointers for Ghost 2, Heaven
Help us all.)
My one major criticism with
this film is Zeffirelli's excessive
use of tight close ups, particularly of Mel Gibson. It makes
everything too intimate, almost
claustrophobic. The film is not
as lyrical as Zeffirelli's Romeo
and Juliet but it beats the pants
off his Endless Love, yes, the one
with Brooke Shields and a thenunknown Tom Cruise.
Still, he got the film made
and with Mel Gibson as its star.
So he's gotten Shakespeare to
the masses and done a decent job
at it. Hamlet is not as daring as
Branaugh's Henry V or Akira
Kurosawa's Ran but it's certainly a more than respectable
adaptation.
—by L. Evan Spiegler

Disney disappoints
with adventure
WHITE FANG

DIRECTED BY R A N D A L KLEISER

When I was ten years old, I
read a book titled White Fang
and instantly became a fan of
Jack London. The book was so
good I read it again the following
year. Well, Saturday I went to
the movies to see the Walt
Disney interpretation of one of
my favorite books of all time.

If you love the state of Alaska, long
to be a gold miner, or own a wild
wolf, go see the movie. Otherwise
rent this one and watch it with your
parents or six-year-old sister.

White Fang and Ethan Hawke (Jack Conroy) travel through Alaska in White Fang.

enough
up.
Near its end, the movie has
the chance to get interesting.
Renata finally realizes that
Sam's obsessive joie de vivre is
killing him. But instead of a
resolution or even any thought
on the issue, they end up
giggling and making love. At the
end my sympathy for the
characters of the movie was so
weak that I was more concerned
about if the movie would end
rather than how.
One problem with this movie
is its tendency to focus interminably upon a certain scene and
then skip, hop and jump to
another scene, leaving the
audience with very little to
string them together. It gives the
feeling that some key scenes
that might have made this a
better movie are somewhere in a
dark Hollywood closet.
Director Lasse Hallstrom,
w h o also directed My Life as a
Dog, fails to achieve the same
painfully humorous balance of
his previous film. Screenplay
writer Malia Scotch-Marmo does
well enough at the "dinner
table" scenes but never gives
enough charge to the dramatic
portions of the movie.
Holly Hunter as Renata, aside
from the aforementioned accent
problem, keeps her character
interesting and endearing to the
audience. Richard Dreyfuss does
a remarkable job in portraying a
character w h o is frustratingly
obnoxious.
He does such a good job that
I got a feeling that even the
audience hated him. Aiello and
Rowlands do well both comically and dramatically as the
heads of the teetering household.
With such originality, an
extremely talented director, and
an interesting cast, I feel very
bad that Once Around did not
make m e "feel good" What
could have been an entertaining
movie is a jumble of choppy
story lines, ill-directed pacing
and annoying accents.
If this really is the "Feel Good
Movie of the N e w Year"—and
c'mon, Playboy said so—then
I'm already feeling a little
depressed. — b y Stan Hsue

footage that is capable of
generating "Aww's" in any
human being, everything from
the cub emerging from the den,
or the first time a fully-grown
White Fang and Jack meet. This
is not enough to carry a fulllength feature film. It took
Disney over half the movie to
even get the two in a scene
together. The rest of the time
was spent showing you how

N o w you might say with
expectations such as these, I was
destined for disappointment.
That may be partly true, but the
fact remains that the White Fang
I read when I was ten could have
made a fairly easy transition
from its novel form to the silver
screen. Unfortunately, Disney
chose to modify the storyline
somewhat.
The original book is about a
young wolf cub w h o must
undergo a variety of traumatic
experiences, including combatting the harsh Alaskan wilderness and cruel owners. The wolf
and a gold miner (a man in the
book, an innocent, naive
teenager in Disney's interpretation) become friends, each saving
the other's life and building an
unbreakable bond. The new
Disney film is slow-moving and
fails to develop the relationship
between Jack (played by Ethan
Hawke) and the wolf.
There is an overabundance of

harsh and tough Mother N a t u r e
can be. Don't get me wrong. It is
one of the most beautiful and
breathtaking films I have seen in
a long time. The rugged landscape makes you appreciate
anything, man or animal, that
would willingly suffer through
an Alaskan winter. The film has
its fair amount of adventures and
escapes, too.
But please understand. T h i s is
"Disney-cheese" to the core.
There is none of the Old Yeller,
tear-jerking presence here,
either. One word of advice: If
you love the state of Alaska,
long to be a gold miner, or own a
wild wolf, go see the movie.
You'll love it.
For everyone else w h o
appreciates a plot, maybe a little
romance, some good, oldfashioned sex and violence,
you'd better pass. Rent this one
and watch it with your parents
or your six-year-old sister.
—by Andy Downing

Eve never dawns
EVE OF
DESTRUCTION
D I R E C T E D BY D U N C A N GIBBINS
Andie MacDowell and Gferard Depardieu marry for convenience in Green Card.

Gerard's trump card
GREEN CARD
DIRECTED BY PETER WEIR

Green Card, the new film
from Peter Weir, (director of
Witness and Dead Poets' *
Society,) may be the finest
romantic comedy to come from
Hollywood since Katharine
Hepburn and Cary Grant starred
in Howard Hawks's Bringing Up
Baby—the definitive romantic
comedy—over fifty years ago.
Nearly everything about Green
Card is flawless; but what's
most remarkable is that Weir
achieved this astounding success
by casting a clumsy, boorish,
overweight Frenchman (Gerard
Depardieu) as his leading man.
Not since the last, fat,
glorious days of Spencer Tracy's
career has a man so obviously a
stereotypical "character actor"
been cast as a romantic lead in a
Hollywood picture. Gerard
Depardieu is somehow both
oddly disturbing and terribly
sexy; if Hollywood had any
sense, it would kick that whole
Rob Lowe sex club of leading
boys out on their ears and fill
their cushy dressing rooms with
whole busloads of fat Europeans.
Briefly; the story of Green
Card is this: Bronte (Andie
MacDowell), a N e w York
horticulturist, marries George
(Depardieu), a French guy she's
never met before, so that she can
weasel her way into a cushy coop apartment (whose tenants'
board wants a married couple),
and so that George can get

resident alien status, the socalled "Green Card." The idea is
to get married, wait around for a
few days, get divorced, and never
see each other again.
Unfortunately, (of course) the
N e w York version of the Border
Patrol is well aware of this
particular scam, and so to avoid
jail or deportation or other awful
things, Bronte and George must
spend a fun-filled weekend in
each others' company inventing
a storybook tale of love and
marriage to tell to Immigration.
And, this story being what it
is, Bronte and George must also
fall in love involuntarily and live
happily ever after, which they
do, and it is in the slow, exquisite evolution of this quiet love
that Depardieu and MacDowell
transform Green Card into the
jewel that it is.
Andie MacDowell's performance may well be the equal of
the one she gave in Sex, LJes and
Videotape, but the real star here
is Gerard Depardieu, who carries
his massive frame like a dancer,
and who proves to American
audiences familiar only with the
overbearing bluster of his
Cyrano de Bergerac that yes, the
big guy can act, too. And if the
rest of the world falls in love as
easily as I do, then the American
cinema might never be the same.
In addition, the Rice Media
Center is showing a whole
gaggle of foreign films starring
Depardieu, French cinema's
most adored actor, every
Saturday night for at least the
next month. — b y Ross Grady

First of all, I should make it
clear to anyone reading this
review that I have a strong, even
appalling, tolerance for bad
movies. I consider The Jerk to be
one of the funniest movies ever
made, one that will stand as a
true testament to our times for
generations to come. Really.
But there is good-bad and
there is bad-bad.
I knew Eve of Destruction
was going to be in the car-chase/
bodies-blown-up-in-new-andinteresting-ways genre. I also
knew that I would be watching
it about an hour after hearing we
had started a real war. So I
brought a male friend that would
enjoy this kind of film under any
circumstances. He was really
hoping we'd get to see the
preview of Terminator 2.
When w e left the film about
25 minutes after it started, he
recommended that I write a
three-word review: This Movie
Sucks.
Like I said, I am willing to
forgive a lot in a movie. Boring
script, okay. Bad acting, you can
develop a taste for it. Explosions
are fun and so is gore, if you're in
the right frame of mind. It can
also be fun to count how many
seconds pass after a woman
exposes her breasts before she
gets killed.
It even would have been
possible to accept Gregory Hines
as the Schwarzenegger he-man,
if he had shot a lot of people or
been a clever terrorist of terrorists, like Bruce Willis in the
Diehard movies. But he didn't
and he wasn't. He just whined
and whined and whined. If only
there'd been a dance sequence.
Which means that the

responsibility of giving this
movie one redeeming quality,
lots of spectacular violence, fell
to the sexy and psychotic female
robot "Eve" that Hines is
supposed to stop. But the only
scene of violence w e stayed to
watch has Eve bite a pushy
bohunk in the weenie and then
machine gun a couple of state
troopers. The tempo of the
whole scene was off, like the
director was thinking, suddenly,
that the film should try to have
more than spectacular violence.

But the only
scene of violence
we stayed to
watch has Eve
bite a pushy
bohunk in the
weenie...
It was a bad time to go for
meaningful pauses ("Hmm,
should I suck this, or bite it
off?") and this left the movie
with absolutely no redeeming
qualities.
But that wasn't what made us
leave. It was a free showing and
so far we had gotten our money's
worth. But then Hines and the
robot's creator, Dr. Eve, discover
that the robot is trying to act out
Dr. Eve's sexual fantasies, and
that she would have to tell him
(and us) what they were before
they could stop the robot. At
that moment w e began to feel
the screen sucking entertainment out of our bodies, and we
ran out of the theatre.
On the way home, however,
we regained our senses of
humor, as we listened to Bernard
Shaw discuss tunafish as the
bombs fell in Baghdad.
—by Sarah Leedy
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At Rice this week.

Jones banks on Baxter

«•

Java House
Java House is celebrating the arrival of its new cappucino
machine with a Java Soiree featuring live entertainment from
the blues duo from Austin, The Scalpel and the Sledgehammer.
Professors and administrators will be pouring the espresso on
Monday night between 9 and 11, so come early.

Sewall
"California Monoprints" continues in the Sewall Art Gallery
through February 16.

Buffalo
FROM PAGE 11

up with includes Bob Dylan,
Tom Waite, Van Morrison and
Iggy Pop to name a few.
Colbourn says "We are peace
people at heart but we would
never write down our views in
songs."
In regard to the current
world situation, Colbourn is
hesitant to say if he sides
with the hawks or the doves
but just gives his support to
"the people who decide."
To further decipher the
band's influences I asked him
what the last CD he bought
was. "The soundtrack to The
Graduate," he said. Colbourn
really sticks to his guns in
being influenced by traditional
rock.
The group has enjoyed a
great deal of popularity in
Europe and has toured four
times under the Beggar's
Banquet label. This label is
marked for sticking close to
the bands they sign and for
giving them a lot of support.
Colbourn tells me they can
play for bigger audiences in
Europe at the present moment
than they can in the United
States.
All this should soon change,
as . they are presently touring

the country.
Their album mostly consists of heavy, healthy guitar
contrasted with a clear if not
altogether clean vocal. Their
sound is real and almost
earthy as this band has chosen
to step away from the
distortionists like Dinosaur Jr.
The first ten tracks on the CD
have a truly "alternative" sound:
hard thrashing and very powerful. However, the final tracks—
"Heaven," a Psychedelic Furs
cover and Buffalo Tom's own
"Reason Why"—are entirely
acoustic with nice melodies and
pleasing around-the-campfire
guitar riffs.
^ These final tracks are not
included on the tape or album
version and are considered CD
bonus tracks.
Colbourn is quick to point
out that the group was not
trying to be artsy or different
with the acoustic tracks.
These songs were originally
recorded live as B sides to
singles and were just added to
the end of the C D almost as an
afterthought.
"Adding stuff to the end,
that's how w e write our
songs," Colbourn said.
Buffalo Tom will be performing in Houston with the
Blake Babies on Thursday,
January 31, at The Axiom.

This is the second of two
parts of an article on Cash
Baxter.

BY CHEPE LOCKETT

T

his afternoon, from 2-5 p.m.
X ht i s
in the Farnsworth Pavilion of the
RMC, the Friends of the Rice
Players will sponsor Cash
Baxter's "Master's Class" of
exercises and techniques in
acting. Baxter, an awardwinning former Broadway
director, runs the Cash Baxter
studio in Houston to teach the
"Meisner method" of acting,
invented by actor Sanford
Meisner.
Mr. Baxter is currently
consulting with one of his
students, Jones sophomore Brian
Hills, in directing the Jones
production of Jean Anouilh's
Antigone using the Meisner
method. Hills said, "I really
think that this technique frees
actors from all the problems that
beset Rice productions.... In this
production, we'll have four days
of polish and run-through, which
is unheard of.... [Baxter] has
really freed up my actors. We
get more done each day.... He
inspired me, so I've tried to do
the same to others. The play
becomes very much a collaboration between the actors and the
director."
As Baxter explained
Meisner's method, "The wonderful thing about Meisner is the
ability to be absolutely specific,
to be able to criticize and say
what's wrong with a scene. And
what's wrong with it very often
is, I can see the acting. Take all
the acting out of it and it looks
real.
"The largest source of bad
acting is watching oneself,
because then you're missing
all the m o m e n t s that are being

DO YOUR FRIENDS LAUGH AT
*
/i/\

COULD YOUBE THE FUNNIEST
PERSON AT RICE?

given you by the other person's
behavior. And so Meisner
teaches us to really listen as if
it's the first time you've ever
heard it. You, the actor, know
the lines, but you, the character,
have no idea what is the next
line to be said. It's that illusion
of spontaneity.
"I think there is a child-like
quality about the best actors.
Because when w e were all
children, we would go out and
play with our toys. In my case I
used to love to play with little
cars. We had no difficulty
whatsoever in driving them,
even though w e could see our
fingers pushing the little thing.
But w e were inside that car,
through our imagination.
"As w e grow older, w e think
we need to behave in certain
ways. We are shaped and colored
by more adult behavior. Well,

he would go back and have to
start again. Again, the tick-ticktick-tick, because the play is
going on, his cue is coming up,
so he had less and less and less
time to get there. So by the time
he made his entrance, after
having to start two or three
times, he was a wanted man.
"But, here is the primary
difference between Meisner and
the so-called Actors' Studio
technique, developed by Lee
Strasberg, another of the founding members of the Group
Theatre. Strasberg has always
taught that in this business of
preparation, otherwise known as
'emotional recall,' to look back
into your real life and find some
traumatic, related experience. If
you needed tears, for example,
think how it was w h e n you lost
a loved one and you were
standing at their graveside. Fine,

'(As an actor you) really have to be
that character. Plow, that doesn't
mean that you have to go out and
rob a bank if you're going to play a
bank robber.'
—Cash Baxter
that's as it should be. But as an
actor you have to go back and be
in touch with that sense of
fantasy. We really have to be
that character. Now, that doesn't
mean that you have to go out
and rob a bank if you're going to
play a bank robber.
"Sanford Meisner, as an actor
on the Broadway Stage, had to
play a wanted man. Well, now
what makes the difference
between a wanted individual,
wanted by the police, or the
Gestapo, or whomever? The
difference is in the behavior: the
lines are the same. A person who
is wanted is not comfortable:
they're always watching the
window, watching the door
behind them, looking about,
differently from just a person in
a normal conversation. So as
preparation, Meisner chose the
dressing room^that was the
farthest away from the stage, the
highest up in the theater. It was
five flights. N o w , there were
plenty of dressing rooms
available below that, but he
chose this one on purpose.
"So the play was in progress.
I His cue was coming up: that's
what I call the tick-tick-ticktick-tick quality. He would start
half an hour in advance, and, in
his game that he played, he
would try to make it from his
dressing room to the stage
without being seen by anyone.
Now, you know a backstage is a
| busy place: there are costume
people and people changing
scenery and moving props and
waiting for their cue to go on in
the scene. And if any of them
said 'Hi, Sandy, how are you?'

that works. N o question, that
can work. But it's very real, and
terribly personal, and it can be
very damaging psychologically.
"Meisner says, put it in the
imagination. Think what it
would be like if you just
bought a new puppy and you
put the puppy in the back seat of
the car and you're on the way to
the vet to get the first vaccination. You're thrilled w i t h thislittle puppy, the w h o l e family
loves it. You get in the car,
having put the puppy in the back
seat, and you back up the car and
you hear this awful yelping. You
slam on the brakes, only to
discover that the puppy, while
you were getting in the car, has
jumped out the window, and you
have run over it. And think
about that, concentrate on that,
and let that emotion come
forward from the imagination.
"It has to be specific, again,
the word specific. And it takes
time,- you have to learn how to
reach that emotion, but it's
entirely in the imagination, as if
you have run over this puppy.
The tears will come, the emotion will be the same. The scene
you're playing may have nothing
whatsoever to do w i t h running
over a puppy. All you need is the
tears. The lines are written by
someone else, but you come on
in the emotional state through
this imaginary circumstance
that you have allowed to happen
in your mind as if it's real. And
when the curtain comes down,
at the end of the scene, you can
say 'Oh, good. Finished. Now,
let's all go have a beer together.'"

T h e b e s t pizza in t o w n , y j w d r f

Rice Student Special
Large, One Topping Pizza and a 12oz. Coke
ONLY $6.99!

Tuesday, Feb. 12, lOptn
Willy's Pub
Win cash prizes and entrance into Laff Stop's Funniest Person In
Houston Contest!
To enter, call Erica Ollmann at 630-8704* Jennifer Shade at
630-8922, or the Rice Program Council

Pick up or delivery
No coupon necessary
Saturday-Thursday 11AM-11PM
Friday 11 AM-12AM

664-5700
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Best bets off campus...

Finally, t h e real Venus in Furs

Art
The Menil Collection presents the opening of Jean-Pierre
Raynaud, a selection of thirty-five works of the French artist,
dating from 1962 to 1990. T h e exhibition includes selections
from Raynaud's Psycho-Collages, Psycho-Objects, and Corners,
Walls, and Gauges, and will be on show through March 10.

Dance
The Houson Museum of Natural Science will host a performance of traditional Indonesian Dance and Musical Performances this January 27 from 1-2:30 p.m. Performances will be
done by members of the staff of the Indonesian Consulate
General including the Bali welcoming dance, the Java butterfly
dance, and other folk dances. Tickets are $2.50.

Exhibits
"The Egyptian Mummy: Unwrapping the Mystery" opens
Saturday at the Houston Museum of Natural Science. The
exhibit will highlight ancient Egypt and the process of mummification. The museum is open Sundays from noon to 6 p.m. and
Monday through Saturday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Admission is $2.50.

Music
After a canceled performance last semester, the pub finally heard Venus in Furs January 16. The
band consists of (1. to r.) bassist Louis Spiegler, guitarist and vocalist Kevin Timson, trumpet player
Jeff Rice, guitarist Ed Little and drummer Deron Neblett.

Opera
FROM PAGE 11

Wade's conflict with his conscience increases. Pratt, since he
cannot enlist Wade to his cause,
decides to replace him by forcing
him to an act of insubordination.
At Pratt's instigation, Wade
receives an edict that he simply
cannot follow.
Since he has already been
warned that he cannot resign,
Wade decides to desert the
army. As he and Celia are
about to leave, forces from
both sides arrive at his house.
In the confusion, Wade gets
shot, but no one knows who is
responsible.
Carlisle Floyd wrote a
story rich with meaning and
expression. The music,
markedly dissonant in nature,
was beautifully used to set off
the emotional conflicts.
The sets, designed by
Guenther Schneider-Siemssen,
are an ingenious combination
of build-ups and projections.
The projections are closely
based on lithographs and
pictures of that era.
All of the performers gave
believable representations,
full of life and drama. Duesing
was a handsome and forceful
figure as Wade, and he made
good use of a powerful and
rich voice to enhance his
character. Woods was wonderful
as the bitter but gracious
southern belle. Duykers truly

made one despise his character.
The one disappointing aspect of
the performance was the need to
read the subtitles, considering
that the opera is in English.
Remaining performances
are on January 26 and 29 and
February 2. Tickets range
from $10-$ 100. Senior and
student rush tickets are available
30 minutes before the performance, best seats available
for $20.

The Mainz Chamber Trio presents a concert Sunday at 7 p.m. at
the Heinen Theatre, 3517 Austin. Admission is $8. Call 6307264 for more information.

FAIRFAX

HEALTHY MALES WANTED AS SEMEN DONORS:
Help infertile couples. Confidentiality ensured. Ethnic diversity
desirable, ages 18 to 35, excellent compensation.
Contact Fairfax Cryobank, Houston, TX. 799-9937

LIVE-

The lovers (Dale Duesing and Sheryl
Woods) decide to leave Columbia in
The Passion of Jonathan Wade..
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at the Autrv House

FRIDAY* JAN 25* TOWER THEATRE

6265 So Main
Near Rice Entrance 3. + Free parking.ift Fannin Si. Lot
ariKM' '•••' '•••' liBi' Witt' 'Htm'm* m

•Red B e a n s &• I
$1.00
Rice w i t h i
OFF
Sausage & l
Cornbread I Any Cajun i
with Drink. •
Entree.
Reg. $4.50, with coupon |

$3.50

|

Coupon not good with other

»

Cajun Seafood Gumbo*
•Cajun Shrimp Creole*
•Shrimp Etoufie*
Coupon not good with other

0|ten for lunch
Monday t h m Friday

524-3169
Ertaa*s 6afck A$ Head Coak!
(Ric4 Favorite.

m i
SUNDAY FEB 10* TOWER THEATRE
TICKETS FOR BOTH SHOWS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS,
INCLUDING ALL FOLEY'S AND FIESTA STORES. TICKETS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AT
VINAL f;DGE, INFINITE RECORDS, DREAM MERCHANT, SOUND PLUS AND
SOUND EXCHANGE OR CHARGE BY PHONE 629 3700

f
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Friday,
Jan. 25th

•Hanszen Films presents
The Cook, The Thief,
His Wife, and Her Lover
in Chem Lec at 7, 9 and

11, $1.

•Rice Outdoors Club
marshmallow roast, 10p.m
Saturday,
Jan. 26th

•TOWER PARTY.
The Seven Deadly Sins
• Rice Rugby vs. UT 2 p.rn
•Men's basketball:
Texas A&M at Rice,
Autry Court noon.
•Lovett College
Baptist Student Union
Film, Hiding Place.
Chem Lec 7, 9:30, $1.

Monday,
Jan. 28"1

•SA meeting Jones, 10.
• Java Soiree at Coffeehouse. Live blues,
9 p.m. -1 a.m.
Wednesday, •Men's basketball:
Jan. 30th
Baylor at Rice, Autry
Court 7:35 p.m.

From

Now watch as I fire this 'Sid'winder directly down that elevator shaft Misclass
Overheard O C :
" I hate reality! I w a n t to live somew h e r e else."

O v e r h e a r d in A r c h i prof's office:
" W h a t an idiot! W h o c o u l d forget a
DOOR?!"

Random c o m m e n t f r o m somewhere:
"The o n l y t h i n g I k n o w about w e a p ons is the damage nail clippers d o to
m y nails..."

hate Lovett."
— A n o n y m o u s faculty m e m b e r

From The Daily lowan:
" C o u l d be the most one-sided w a r in
recent h i s t o r y - ^ at this p o i n t it w o u l d
seem o n l y fair for us to take a break
f r o m the r u n n i n g up the score o n
Saddam, and put the French in."
"...that's n o t h i n g ! ! ! I k n e w a guy
w h o c o u l d regurgitate any m i l k
product."

January 11,1957—"According to the ski team's spokesman,
Bruce Montgomery, this year's trip was unusually successful,
as is
around campus."

—John Stuart M i l l

HELP WANTED
PRE-MED STUDENTS & LABORATORY assistants. Part-time, full-time; hours flexible.
Nuclear Medicine ofTexas. 6410 Fannin, #100
Hermann Pro! Bldg. (across street from Rice
U.) Houston, Texas. Phone # 790-0540.
STUDENT WITH OWN TRANSPORTATION
wanted to pick up 9-year old girl from school
near Rice, five days per week at 3:30 p.m. and
stay with her at my home (near Rice) until
approximately 6:30 p.m. Occasional evening
baby-sitting. Absolute reliability and child care
experience required. S5 per hour. (Some summer full-time employment possible.) Call Kate
Cole—853-1603 (office), 529-4467 (evenings
until 8:30 p.m.)
A POTENTIAL SUPERSTAR WANTED. Technical assistant with an extraordinary personality, clarity, skills, energy, and flexibility for
inhouse and enduser support of PC business
software products and challenging special projects. Send hours available, rate and a resume
that details business background, programming ability and how long you expect to be in
Houston. Dr. J. Weil, 3618 Burlington,
Houston,IX 77006.
HOUSTON SCHOLASTIC SERVICES, a 10year old tutoring service, needs bright, energetic, responsible tutors for our rapidly expanding client base. Excellent pay, flexible work

Heard at Hanszen:
"I d o n ' t k n o w . I just have an oral
fixation. It's longer than it is w i d e , so
I w a n t to put it in m y m o u t h . "
Girl: It's like I'm in a horror m o v i e .
Waiter: You're in a w h o r e movie???
Girl: N o , a H O R - R O R m o v i e !

schedule. Call 668-9800 for more information.

THE SUIT YOURSELF boutique in the Village
is looking for enthusiastic part-time help. Design and/or retail background is adefinite plus.
Call Misha for more information: 522-8866 day,
529-9220 evenings and Sundays.
JOB IN SOUTHAMPTON. 12-15 hrs/wk minimum. Supervision and transportation (in your
car), when necessary of two grade school boys.
3:30-6:00 p.m. and HISD holidays and vacations. $6.00/hr plus mileage. Gail Bartlett 5284945(H), 220-4430(0).
PART-TIME CHILD CARE, $5.00/hour. Memorial Park area. Flexible weekday hours.
Please call Ann 864-4222.
TUTOR/AFTERSCHOOL CHILD CARE for
4th grade boy. T-W-Th 3-5; $8.00/hr.
Location inside loop. Office: 622-5271. Home:
877-1474.
REGULAR WEEKEND BABYSITTER
NEEDED for 1 toddler and 1 infant. Interested
call 721-1263. References needed.

FOR RENT
SPRING BREAK! SOUTH PADRE ISLAND Padission Resort! On beach, where ifs all at—
music, bar on beach, disco. 2BR, sleeps 6, $950/
week. Also 3BR, $1050/week. Owner (813)
642-5483.

FOR SALE
RICE ALUM IS MOVING & must sell car. 79
Subaru 2-door, standard transmission. Good
running condition. $600.
APPROXIMATELY 1.5 CUBIC FOOT
KENMORE refrigerator for sale. Has lived at
Rice before, and l i e s it. Perfect size for a dorm
room. Works well for beer, but forget ice cream.
S25.00, you come get it. If interested, call 7950141.

MISCELLANEOUS
ADOPTION: RICE ALUMNA wants to adoptan
infant. I'm a loving mother (one adopted daughter) , professional (psychologist), with a stable,
secure, happy home. Arrangements to suit
your needs. Please call Carol at 729-6053.
ADOPT—HUGS, KISSES & endless love await
an infant in warm, loving & playful home.
Happy, family oriented couple have lots of love,
emotional and financial security to give. Legal,
confidential Expenses paid. Collect (516) 8835849.
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. Earn up to
$1000 in just one week for your campus organization. Plus a chanc e at $5000 more! This program works! No investment needed. Call 1-800932-0528, ext. 50.

Keep praying for our men
and women in the Gulf
Notes and Notices

OWEFj PAFjTV

FINANCIAL AID FOR 1991-92. Forms
are now available in the financial aid office,
2 0 1 Lovett Hall. Deadline for filing forms
is June 1, 1991.

DEADLY
PM
<3AT vJAN Z(o 9 -2

INTERESTED IN ROLE PLAYING and/or
wargaming? Come meet the Rice War and
Role Playing Club (WARP) and play a game
or two on Friday at 7 p.m. in Sewall Hall
2 0 7 . No experience necessary. Bring your
favorite games.
STUDENT SLAM DUNK CONTEST S a t
Jan. 26; halftime of men's basketball game
with A & M .

AM

SCHICK SUPER HOOPS TOURNEY will
be played on Sun., Jan. 2 7 .
SOFTBALL OFFICIATING MEETING will
be held on Wed., Jan. 3 0 at 4:30 p.m. in
the gym, clasroom "A." All interested
persons should attend or call Lisa at 5274058.

EATUt^ING,:

INTRAMURAL ENTRY DEADLINES FOR
Friday, Feb. 1:
•Men's badminton doubles
•Men's wallyball
•Ultimate frisbee
•Tennis mixed doubles
•Dominoes team tennis
For more info call Lisa at 527-4058.

\ dtidal
itricia 'iiliS? f Jffarcldheeter-

•PIANO B A R WITH

CAREER SERVICES ANNOUNCEMENTS:
"Careers in Marketing," Tues., 1 / 2 9 , 7
p.m., SH 3 0 5 . Speakers will be Angie
Chesnut, IBM-Marketing, and Patricia
McCormick, Coca-Cola Foods.
"liberal Arts Summer Jobs," Wed., 1 / 3 0 ,
4 p.m., CSC Conf. Rm.
"Recent Grads Discuss the Job Search,"
Wed., 1 / 3 0 , 7 p.m., Miner Lounge.
Ahunni from the Class of *90 will talk about
their job search experiences.

LIVE BANDS INCLUDING,

^arbecuc^and
• M I X E D DF^IN^S

^ICE STUDENTS W/I.D.

"There are some things w o r t h fighting f o r . "
— E x x o n executive

The Patriot Anti-Missile Missile is nine
for eleven so far Classified Ads

The Thresher Files...

January 15,1970—"...These issues, however, are all trivial
compared to the ecological deterioration of the earth. Changes
in our environment are altering and destroying the quality of
human life...and may even threaten the very existence of
man."

" W a r is an ugly thing, but not the
ugliest thing; the decayed and degraded state of m o r a l and patriotic
feeling w h i c h thinks n o t h i n g w o r t h a
w a r is w o r s e . . . A man w h o has nothing w h i c h he cares about more than
his personal safety is a miserable
creature, w h o has no chance of
b e i n g free, unless made and kept so
b y the exertions of better men than
himself."

G i r l to Boy:
" Y o u d o n ' t love me; y o u d o n ' t care at
all about my feelings."
Boy to Girl:
" W e l l , I care a b o u t some of your
feelings."

GALOR (Gays and Lesbians of Rice) will
meet at 2 p.m. on Sunday, January 2 7 . The
Campanile photo will be taken after the
meeting. For more information, call
Stephen at 5 2 8 - 5 7 6 5 .
HTIJ.FI. IS HOLDING A CITYWIDE Shabbat at the home of Larry Smith, Past Hillel
Board President, 6 2 0 2 Portal. 7 p.m.—
services, 8 p.m.—potluck dairy dinner, 9
p.m.—guest speaker Rabbi Federow:
"Jewish Attitudes Towards Sex and Sexuality." When? This FYiday, Jan. 25. For more
info, on directions, call Eileen at 6308057.
MONDAY, JAN. 2 8 HILLEL IS holding its
annual "Plant a Tree for Tu B'Shevat Rice
Lunch." Meet in front of WRC PDR at
noon. For more info, call Marsha at 7492271.
THE COFFEEHOUSE IS OFFIC1ALY
open! Sim.—Thurs. nights. Sammy's PDR.
Enter through the courtyard. Bring your
own mug! Espresso, cappucino, flavored
coffees, teas, sparkling waters, hot chocolate & munchies. Live entertainment.

LSAT • GMAT
GRE • MCAT
Getting lost in the
land of silly tests?

IF YOU KNOW REGGAE consists of more
than Bob Marley and Peter Tosh, come by
KTRU and fill out an application for the
Reggae Show.

* 5

OTHERS

THE WOI^LD FAMOUS Akbatld
AT M I D N I G H T

THE J.S. BACH SOCIETY will present the
3rd Bach Vespers of the 1990-91 season
on February 3 at 5:00 p.m. at the Christ
the King Lutheran Church, Rice at Greenbriar. Admission is free, and baby sitting is
provided. For more information, call
Carole Hedrick at 589-7830.
ANYONE INTERESTED IN helping (writing test questions, hosting, etc.) frith the
Rice University High School Invitational
Mathematics Tournament, there will be a
meeting on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Miner Lounge. Any questions? Call Julie at
630-8721.

V40 1!

Call us for help- we've been
there, and it's not pretty.

688-5500
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
We Score More!

